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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
pan., mid read prayers.

QUESTION-FIRE BRIGADES
BOARD.

Election Ballot.

Hon. WV. D. JOHNSON asked the Minister
for the North-West: 1, Ia it a fact that there
were complaints by local governing bodies
regwarding the conduct of the ballot for the
election of the local government representa-
tive on the Fire Brigades Board? .2, If so,
would it be possible to place the conduct of
this year's ballot in the expert hands of the
Electoral Department and hy this means re-
move the previous complaints referred to in
Question LI

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST replied: 1, The present returning
officer is not aware that any complaints have
been made regarding the conduct of the bal-
lot for the election of the local government
representatives on the Fire Brigades Board,
which is being conducted in strict eonform-
ity with the regulations. 2. Answered by
NO. 1.

BU 1L-OCOMPANIES.
Introduced by the MiNfnister for Justice

and read a first time.

LOAN ESTIMATES, 1940-41.

Message.

Meusage from the Lieut.-oernor re-
ceived and read transmitting the Loan
Estimates for the year 1940-41 and recoin-
mending appropriation.

In Committee.

The louse resolved into Committee to con-
sider the Loan Estimates, Ir. Marshall in
the Chair.

I ote-Depart mental, £6106,750:

THE PREMIER AND TREASURER
(Hon, J1. C. Wilicock-Ccraldton) 14.361:-
The submissioii of the Loan Estimates for
this financial year hast been somewhat de-
layed ott account of the fact that an innova-
tion, has been made by the Loan Council in
the method of allocation of loan moneys.
As members are aware, the loan funds avail-
able to us have in the past been raised by
the Loan Council, and after allocation by
agreemnt among the Premiers the expendi-
tire has been left to the discretion of the
State Treasurers. 'rho very heavy demands
by the Gommonwealth for loan moneys for
defence purposes caused the Loan Council
to agree to a proposal which has far-reaching
effects and is a distinct departure from the
procedure hitherto adopted. On my return
from the Loan Council, I explained in some
detail the result of the proceedings at tha
August meeting and I do not propose at
this stage to repeat what I said then. I
would, however, like to tell members
the effect of the Loan Council's de-
cision upon the expenditure of our loan
money. In order to conserve as much of
the available loan money as possible for
Commonwealth defence purposes, the State
Premiers agreed to a proposal submitted to
them by the Commonwealth Treasurer for
the appointment of a Co-ordinator of
Works, in the person of Sir Harry Brown.
His duties are to examine the proposed
programme submitted by the Commonwealth
for defence purposes and by the States f~r
civil ivor6, and, in agreement with the
State officers, to arrange the works in order
of priority, commencing with those which
are essential and urgent and coming down
to those which, though desirable, are not so
pressing,

I take this opportunity of paying a tribute
to Sir Harry Brown for the valuable work
he has carried oat on behalf of the Common-
wealth and the States. As me mbers can
realise, it was no easy task for Sir Harry
Brown, called iu as he was at very short
notice, to make a survey of the whole of the
loan programmes of tho States; consult with
the State officers and submit a classification,
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for the vonsideration of the Loan Council in
August. In addition, Sir Harry Brown had
to make himself acquainted not only with
the work being carried out by the Common-
-wealth for dlefec pu1rposes, but also with
the work being carried out in the various
States, in order to dovetail the States' ex-
pend iture.

Hlon. W. A) Johnson: lins the report of
Sir Harry Brown been published?

The PREMIER: I recollect that a request
was made for it and that it was said there
was no Objection to its being mnade available;
but whether or not it is pubIlshed I cannot
say. It was adopted in its entirety by the
Loan Council, and whatever has been done
under it in the various States has received
the approval of Sir Harry Brown.

Hion. W. D. Johnson: Will the Premier
try to obtain at copy of the report !

'The PRE-MIER: Yes. When the Loan
Council inet, it was speedily recognised that
the distribution of Commonwealth expendi-
ture on capital defence works would he far
from even amongst the various States, and
that some consideration would have to be
given to those States in which the Common-
wealth expenditure would he relatively small.
We found that to be our experience when
the report of the Co-ordinator General was
before the Loan Council. The Premiers of
Queensland, Tasmania and Western Aus-
tralia could see that the loan expenditure in
their States would be disproportionate to
that of the other States, and some discussion
occurred. After considerable negotiation, a
larger amount was allocated to those three
States because of the fact that Common-
wealth defence expenditure in those States
was much lighter than in the three large in-
dustrial States-New South Wales, 'Victoria
and South Australia.

One of the outstanding factors which all
State Premiers had to consider during and
since the depression has been the relief of
unemployment, and I think it is no exaggera-
tion to say that all State loan programmes
have been based very largely on the pro-
vision of unemployment relief works. I have
repeatedly urged at conferences that the
organisation and placing in work of value to
our war effort of all our unemployed people
is the paramount duty of the Commonwealth
Government. We cannot do our best in our
war effort if we have idle men and women
and idle resources which, if utilised, would

assist in the stupendous task ahead of its,
There are no idle men or women in Germany;
in fact, Germany has really conscripted lab-
our from the countries that have been over-
run.

Hon. N. Keenan: You know the reason
for that.

The PREMIER. Yes. A considerable pro-
portion of the man-power of Oernany is en-
gaged in navy, army and air force work and
the reserve of labour cannot be too great.
Germany has about 100,000,000 people and
probably not more than 10 per cent. would
be engaged in actual war activities.

Mr. Sampson:- The trouble here is the
proportion of unskilled labour.

The PREMIER: Germany has tackled the
task of making everybody within its borders
do something useful towards the wvar effort.
We have done something along the same
lines, but we cannot be said to have been
successful in exerting our maximum effort
while there arc idle resources of labour
within the Commonwealth.

Mr. Sampson: Unskilled labour.
The PREMIER: Any class of labour; un-

skilled people might do work that would he
valuable from a defence point of view. Even
in Great Britain some of the people cannot
be employed. With all the work required
there, one would have thought that all the
people in the country could be emiployed in
military work, munition making or eveu re-
pairing the damage done by the heavy air
raids.

Mr. Doney: There is a great time athead
for the building trade.

The PREMWIER: Therefore I say it should
be the responsibility of the Government of
our nation to see that there are no idle men
in Australia. The very substantial expendi-
ture by the Commonwealth on defence works
has relieved unemployment in the various
States, and I am informed that in some of
the S3tates the employment position is bet-
ter than it has been for some years, even
prior to the depression.

After the Co-ordinator General's report
had been received and the Loan Council had
agreed to the provision of funds necessary%
to meet the essential works of the States,
the Loan Council readily agreed to pro-
vide additional funds to he distributed
amongst those States in which the Corn-
monwealth defence expenditure would lie
unequal to the task of relieving unemploy-
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ment. Members can realise that, in agreeing
to this arrangement, the States concerned
made a very substantial sacrifice in their
effort to assist the Commonwealth in its war
effort. Hitherto the financial obligations
undertaken by a State and the expenditure
of Joan moneys raised by a State had been
the prerogative of the Government of that
State, subject to the approval of Parlia-
ment. We have therefore reached the stage
where the Governments have agreed to sub-
mit in detail their loan programmes, first
to the Co-ordinator General and then to the
Loan Council for consideration.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Really for decision'?

The PREMIER: Yea; it is not binding in
the sense that we could not get out of the
arrangement, but I think it wise that the
States should as far as possible, consider-
ing their unemployment needs, curtail loan
expenditure in these times so that money
available for expenditure may be ipplied
to the defence needs of the Commonwealth.

'Hon. W. D. Johnson: The people should
understand that the decision practically
rests with the Loan Council and not with
this Chamber-.

The PREMiIER: It does at present, but I
should not like to predict what -would hap-
pen if the Loan Council tried to exert un-
necessary authority over one particular
State. If the interests of one State were
likely to be seriously jeopardised, the Loan
Council would not be permitted to continue
the arrangement. However, there has been
general concurrence in the principle of al-
lowing whatever money is available after
the needs of Commonwealth defence have
been met to he allocated under this arrange-
ment, and that policyv I think, will meet with
approval throughout Australia.

Naturally the work involved in allocat-
ing the additional amount available to this;
State and the submission of the allocation
to the Co-ordinator General, the subsequent
correspondence and interviews with him,
has taken some time, hence the delay in sub-
mitting to Parliament the Loan Estimates
for this year. The Co-ordinator General

made himself conversant with his duties by
visiting the various States. Owing to our
distance, Mr. Tiodale went to Sydney, but
subsequently Sir Harry Brown camre here.
His previous position fitted him to a great
extent for this work; he had gained a tre-

mendous knowledge of the resources of the
States. I do not know of anyone who could
have occupied the position of Deputy Post-
master-General without having acquired
great knowledge of the ramifications of in,
dustry throughout Australia. We were for-
tunate to get a man who had had such wide
experience anud could gauge the requirements
of the various States. Rather a long time
was Occupied in co-ordinating the loan
programme. I had desired to introduce
these Estimates earlier, but because of that
delay, they could not be introduced before
to-day. Even so, their introduction is not
much later than usual. Members have the
satisfaction of knowing that the Estimates
now submitted have been very carefully
examined, not only by the Government
and its officers, but also by the Co-
ordinator General, and have run the gaunt-
lot of consideration by the Loan Council.
On this ocvasion, therefore, not much ex-
ception should be taken to the expe~nditure
proposed. No work is included in these
Loan Estimates which has not been sub-
jected to searching investigation. I trust,
accordingly, that the proposals will meet
with the approval of Parliament, and that
these Es..timates wvill hare a speedy passage
andI be adloptol without emendment.

Inevitably, in time of war, marked
changes in our mode of living are ncessary
to enable us to make the maximum effort to-
wards victory. NO great amount of thoughit
is needed to realise that Australia cannot
disrupt its economic life to the extent needed
for the war effort without far-reachbing
changes resulting. It has been estimated
that prior to the outhreak of war the Ger-
man nation was expending in the vicinity of
35f per cent. of its national income OIL pre-
parstions for war. Great Britain, on the
other hand, was expending about 15 per cent.
The Australian position up to the outbreak
of war was that we were spending about
4 per cent, of our national income for de-
fence purposes. I presume no one can tell
now what is the position in Germany. On
the Estimratpes of Defence Expenditure for
this year-which. as hon. members are
aw~are, cover a very substantial sum-it is,
estimated that Australia will be utilising
about 10 per cent, of its national income ifl
the war effort. Gre~at Britain is said to be
s;pendingx £9,000,000 a dlay on the war, and
even that figure is stated not to cover the
whole of the cost. T have seen esqtimates that
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-Britain's total expenditure for war purposes
has reached almost £10,000,000 per day. The
figures are such as we can hardly take in.
The £10,000,000 which Britain expends daily
on war purposes is almost as much as our
State's annual expenditure. Britain is not
anxious to give to the world figures from
which enemy countries conicd gauge what she
is capable of doing.

In this war the whole nation will be en-
gaged, and it will be necessary to see that
no effort is wasted; that no work is done
that is not essential for the prosecution of
war efforts; that no one who can be em-
ployed usefully in assisting the nation to-
wards victory remains unemployed. It is
clear that the diversion of a large and in-
creasing proportion of the national income
into channels mainly unproductive--for -war
expenditure is unproductive--must seriously
affect the people's standard of living, and
that we must face the unpleasant prospect of
having to do without many things which in
the past we looked upon as almost essential.
This diversion of expenditure necessarily
affects Government spending, and we must
prepare ourselves for a temporary curtail-
ment of expenditure on activities which pre-
viously we might have imagined could not
be done 'Without. Government expenditure
will have to be curtailed, and I do not think
we are asking too much of the House when
we suggest that State expenditure must be
subordinated to the needs of defence. The
Commonwealth is taking steps to ensure that
as regards finance Australia's resources are
being utilised to the best advantage. It has
arranged, to this end, for the control of in-.
vestments, so as to prevent the flow of capi-
tal into ventures not needed for war pur-
poses and as far as possible to conserve the
people's savings for the war. It has also
arranged for the use of the national credit
of the people; and so as to avoid evils which
otherwise would follow on greater use of
the national credit, the Commonwealth has
set up a price-fixing authority. The Gov-
erment and the Loan Council have effec-
tively reduced interest rates. Prior to the
outbreak of war, interest rates on Com-
monwealth securities were just under 4 per
cent.-the last rate was £3 l~s. 7d. per cent.
The most recent loans were floated at rates
of £2 15s. for short-term and £3 5s. for
long-term--short-term being five years, and
long-term 15 years.

Mr. Doney: What was paid during the
last wart

The PREMIER: Up to 6 per cent. More-
over, one war loan was issued at £90. The
present position is gratifyingly different. I
have read that the effective rates, of interest
for war bonds is now about £3 2s., which is
lower than the last flotation. I have no wish
to prophesy, but I believe that the next loan
may be floated as low as 3 per cent., which,
in view of the circumstances, will he a not-
able achievement compared with financial
operations during the last war.

As I have previously stated, the Com-
monwealth in conjunction with the States has
ageed upon a system of co-ordination of
works programmes in order that, while the
essential needs of the States are met, as much
as possible of the loan money shall lie made
available for war finance. In this latter
respect the States are playing their full part
in the war effort. As members will realise
when these Loau Estimates are being dis-
cussed, any loan moneys made available to
us will be expended upon works esse.arial
to our well-being. For example, a substan-
tial part of our expenditure will relate to
the extension of electricity supplies-ar ex-
tension rendered necessary by the fact that
we shall be engaged on manufacture of wvar
materials. In this work greater demands
will be made upon electricity 4upplies. The
member for Swan (Mr. Sampson) wakes
up on hearing the reference to e-lectricity
supplies. The Commonwealth Governiment
and the Loan Council, I may add, have for
some time past insisted on the need for ex-
tension. We are also spending a large -um
on the erection of an annexe to the Midland
Junction Workshops, which is to he used in
the frst place for the manufacture of muni-
tions and ultimately as an extension of the
existing workshops. The Commonweailth is
assisting to finance this work. Another item
of expenditure relates to improvements at
the Fremantle wharf, and the provision of a
slipway, both of which are essential parts of
the war programme.

While these things are being done,, the
Government is giving most careful considera-
tion to the position of those people who in
the past have been dependent on loan works
for employment; and though the numbers of
unemployed have decreased substantially, we
still have a fairly large body of men for
whom we must provide work. The reduction
in the number of unemployed is directly at-
tributable to the war. Many formerly un-
employed men are now engaged on defence
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works, while others have either enlisted or
are filling the positions of men who have
enlisted. At the commencement of the war
6,770 men were registered for unemploy-
ment relief. During the las t 15 months the
figure has fallen progressively to just under
4,800, a reduction of about 2,00. Of those
2,000, 1 believe, very few are mnen capable of
work. This week the figure is down to 60
or 70. As a matter of fact, work could be
given to everyone dependent on the Govern-
ment if all of these men were prepared to
leave the city; but for some good reasons
some of them cannot do that. However,
members will be pleased to know that the
number on sustenance is at present less than
100. If they could work and go to the
country, thle unemployment position would
he almost wholly relieved. During the year
a survey was made of men registered for
unemployment relief, and it was found that
in many cases those men were physically unfit
for laborious work. Steps are being taken to
iremove such men from the register
of unemployment relief, and they will
be given relief in other directions.

The survey was intended to ascertain the
occupations whieh the men could follow in
the event of their being required for Comn-
monwealtlh d-fence wvorks and we are hope-
fitl that as a result of this knowledge it
will be possible to transfer a greater num-
ber of men to works being carried out by
the Conmmonwealth. Men described as, fit-
ters, inanition workers and so on have been
on our register but have been engaged upon
labouring work. We have endeavoured to
transfer such mien to other avenues where
their work will lie of greater value to the
country. In this State we are at a dis-
advantage as compared with the more highly
industrialised States in the East beeause we
have so few industrial establishments catpable
of carrying out defence contracts. It is
probable, however, that the work made avail-
able to us will prove of lasting advantage
in that our workers will receive an education
in the higher branches of engineering which,
but for the war, would have been denied
them. This advantage will be a permanent
one and the State should reap the benefit
when the war is over. The extent of that
iwnefit will depend to a large degree on the
use to whieb this greater skill can be put,
and if the necessary industries for the em-
ployment of the artisans arc not operating
in this State we will lose the services of the
men.

No one can foresee what changes will be
effected iii the economic structure of Aus-
tralia as a result of the war, but it may
well be that after peace come-, the disparity
between the industrialisation of the East and
the West will be more pronounced than it
was before the War commenced. We are
endeavouring as far as possible to see that
our men are trained for the skilled engin-
eering trades end other callings in which
they will he able to make use of their tech-
nical knowledge. Thus, in the event of
industries being established here that will
offer to them opportunities for employment
when the war is ended, there will be a trained
personnel available for that purpose.

Air. Patrick: If the industries are not here
the men will drift to the Eastern States.

The PREMIER:- Yes. We will be able to
keep the men going on munition -work and
so forth, hut after the war that will not be
so, and we can only hope that in the interim
industries wilt be established that will be
capable of providing employment for them.
During the last four or five years all the
fitters, moulders and other skilled trad1es-
men have been able to secure employment
owing to the expansion of the gold mining
industr. I do not know that it bas reached
its maximhun expansion yet.

Mr. Patrick: I think it has reached the
peak now.

The PREMIER: I hope not.
Mr. Patrick: It is at its peak as regards

men employed.
The Minister for Mines: It employed

about 14,600 men last year.
The PREMIER:- We know that all the

world over, owingt to modern developments,
the nmnhber of men employed in industry
has declined.

'Ar, Doney: Many men employed on the
mines have gone to the war.

The PREMIER:- It is inevitable that in-
dustries will be established in the Eastern
States for the production of war material
which, when peace comes, will turn their
attention to the production of manufactured
articles hitherto imported from overseas, I
am quite certain that this is an aspect which
will have to be very carefully watched, and
is one which the Government will hare in
mind in all its negotiations 'with the Comn-
monwealth. As I have stated on previous
occasions when introducing our Loan Esti-
mates, the expenditure of loan money in any
circumstances is a matter which demands the
most careful scrutiny of any Government,
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but more particularly of the Government of
this State, where there is so much work to be
done and the population is so small.

Frequently it has been held against us
that we have the highest per capita public
debt in Australia. While this is admitted,
it has to be borne in mind that whereas
in Western Australia practically all
the large capital works are carried
out by the State Government, the
local governments and semi-governmental
bodies in the Eastern States do a fairly sub-
stantial part of this work In New South
Wales, for instance, the Metropolitan Board
of Works, the Hunter River Water Works,
other water works, and many large undertak-
ings are controlled by statutory bodies re-
sponsible for the capital expenditure in-
volved. I understand the 'Metropolitan
Board of Works alone spends £1,000,000 a
year. If we had adopted the same system in
Western Australia, much of our expendi-
ture would not be debited against the State's
capital account nor would it be included in
our calculations of per capita indebtedness.

The comparison of the public debt per
head is therefore not a fair one, hut the Vol-
ume of public debt is already of such a sub-
stantial nature that any addition to it must
be viewed seriously and with dlue considera-
tion to the economic eiffects of expenditure.
Unproductive loan expenditure inevitably
lays a heavy burden on the resources of oilr
people and imposes a burden for repay-
ment, which is spread over many years. It
is a sobering fact to realise that last year 50
per cent. of the debt charges borne by Con-
solidated Revenue were not covered by the
earnings of the undertakings in which the
loans money was invested.

Mr. North: The State is borrowing less
this year than the total interest payments
that have to be made.

The PREMIER: Yes. An important point
regarding capital or loan expenditure is that
concurrently with our borrowing, we have a
deficit and we make substantial contributions
to a sinking fund. That has been the posi-
tion during the past five or six years. Thus,
while we may be getting a little further
into debt, we are aware that we are making
provision, by way of sinking fund, for a.
sum representing three or four times the
amount of that indebtedness. In those cir-
cumstances the financial position is not so
embarrassing as a cursory glance at the de-

ficit would perhaps indicate. A very large
part of our publie debt represent-, expendi-
ture oil the development of agriculture, and
though on account of the present depressed
prices it is impossible to avoid showing a
heavy loss on this expenditure, it is also an
inescapable fact that much of thle money
spent onl the development of agriculture now
represents a loss which, even under the best
of economic conditions, could not be recoyv-
erect.

While it is easy to he wise after an event
there is no gainsaying thle fact that if we
had the experiec we now possess, much of
the public debt would not have been in-
curred. In view of the very heavy burden
of debt ehnrges which falls on the general
taxpayer, it is essential that any future loan
expenditure be restricted to items which show
good prospects of being reproductive. By the
assisanuce given to existing secondary indus-
tries and by its encouragement of the estab-
lishint of new secondary industries, the-
Government hopes to adjust economic bal-
mice and counteract the very heavy expendi-
ture onl the development of agriculture.

I ;hall now deal in outline with the figures
affecting last year's expenditure and the
estimintes for this rear. The programmne ap-
p~rovedl by the Loan Council js-

For Deficit

Total

E
1,778,000

2.50,00nl

£2,028,000

The total programme approved for 1939-40
,was £2,120,000, so that our allocation for this
year shows a slight decrease. Though the de-
crease appears to be slight there are features
arising out of the co-ordination scheme conl-
nected with this year's programme which did
not apply last year. As I have already indi-
cated, our programme has been examined in
detail by the Loan Council and the various
items conprising it have had to be approved.
The position is that though £1,773,000 has
been allocated to us for works, aTI of this
sum has not been approved. Works estim-
ated to cost £1,662,842 have been approved
by the Loan Council, leaving a balance of'
£115,158.

Though in framing the Loan Estimates I
hanve apportioned the full amount of the pro--
gramame over the various departments, I
have not authorised individual -works suf-
ficient to exhaust this sum, I suggested to the
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Federal Treasurer that a balance should be
available to meet unforeseen contingencies
and he agreed. Members will agree that it
would not be wise to allocate every single
pound of loan expenditure authorised, be-
cause circumstances may arise from time to
time necessitating the expenditure on -works
for which no provision has been made. If no
portion of the allocation remained, we could
not undertake such work. For instance, after
a series of years of drought, the weather gen-
erally breaks with heavy rains that cause
washaways. We have suffered severely in
the past with regard to the railway system.
The washaways have certainly drawn atten-
tion to weak constructional spots, with the
result that we have had to spend loan funds
on making the permanent way safe for the
future. Past experience has shown that pro-
vision for such work is necessary. While lj
will not relish authorising expenditure on
work necessitated by washaways, I certainly
hope that the long drought has ended. If it
end% in the accustomed manner, 'we shall
have to face expenditure in making good
some washaways.

The Loan Council has arranged for a
monthly review to be made by the Co-ordin-
ator of the State loan expenditure, and any
saving that can he effected will have to he
made in order to leave as large an amount as
possible for Commonwealth defence pur-
poses. It does not necessarily follow there-
fore that the whole of the allocation will he
available to us. The same conditions apply
to the amount provided for the deficit, andl
any reduction made will increase the pro-
vision for Commonwealth defence expendi-
ture. By prudent management, and had
the Government the benefit, as I had] ex-
pected, of the adjustment regarding the
traffic fees, we would bare been able to
reduce the deficit correspondingly. As mem-
bers are aware, a deficit of £250,000 has heeni
estimated for this year, and so that money
wvill not he available to the State. I hope
that the deficit vill prove to be less than
£250,000 and the amount not required to
cover the leeway will not be placed to the
credit of the State hut wvill be available to
the Commonwealth for defence purposes.
For that reason I am anxious that the im-
provement in the financial position shell be
as pronounced as possible, because to the
extent we can effect savings we shall be
rendering a service to Australia and assist-
ing materially in our war effort.

The estimated expenditure this year com-
pared with the actual expenditure in 1939-
40 is as follows:-

Actual

1039-40.
£

Departmental..........100,713
Railways and franweys ... 99, 23
Hlarbours and Rivers.......47.845
Water supply and Sew~erage 785,942
Developmoent of Goldfields and

Mlineral Resources _. ... 55,176
Development of Agrkculture '. 206,790
Rtoads and Bridges, Public ttuia-

in et...,414,582
Suntles42,887

£1,759,174

Estrmated.

1940-41,
£

105,750
30I2,00
102,250
924,500

51,000

812,054
55,004

£2,080,953

lncrease-f.51,784.

These figures relate to the amuounts to be
charged to the respective years and do not
represent the cash spent last year or to he
spent this year. The figures for this year
include amounts spent last year in excess of
the loan authorisationa and arc included now
for the purpEc of obtaining the requisite
authority. -Similarly the 1939-40 figures
exclude amounts spent in the preceding
year.

A comparison of the cash expenditure
last year with the estimates for this year is
-1939-40 £1,989,551; 1940-41 £1,778,000-
a reduction of £161,551.

Turning now to the main items of expen-
dituye, the position regarding Railways and
Tramiways is:

Expenitite last year .. .. 99,239
Expenditure tlhis year .3 . 02,000

Incrtease .f . . 202,761

Hion. W. D). Johnson: The expenditure
for this year is enormous.

The PREMIIER: I will give the particu-
lars to the Committee. The work consisted
chiefly of reballastig, deviations, duplica-
tions and regrading, water supplies, strength-
ening of bridges, and provision of coaling
plants. An amount of £10,000 was spent on
new machinery for the Midland Junction
Workshops. The provision this year is for
work of a similar nature, including the
balance of plant required at the Midland
Junction Workshops in connection with the
rolling stock construction programnme. Pro-
vision has also been made for extensions to
Block 3 at the workshops and the necessary
equipment. The extension to the workshops
represents a work long overdue, but has been
held up on account of lack of funds. The
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requirement of 'the Commonwealth for
munitions, however, has made it possible to
Jproceed with the extension immediately.

As members are aware, I had been press-
ing the Commonwealth Government to place
some orders for munitions in this State but
the answer given was that we had no suit-
able factories. Following conferences with
the Prime Minister and later with the Com-
monwealth Department of Supply and De-
velopment I induced the Commonwealth
Government to assist us in financing an ex-
tension of the railway workshops at Mid-
land Junction. The Commonwealth con-
sidered that the type of building to meet
its requirements could he erectcd for £15,000,
but this would not have given us a building
suitable for use as part of the workshops
when the ammunition work was completed.
It was finally agreed that we should erect the
building we required and that the Common-
wealth should lend us the sum of £15,000.
The building will cost £50,000 and we will
provide the balance of £35,000. This amount
is included in the Loan Estimates.
While the building is in use for munitions
production the Commonwealth will pay an
annual rent calculated at 10 per cent. of the
£C15,000, which will be applied to reduce the
loan. No interest will be charged by the
Commonwealth but arrangements will be
made for us to take over any balance of
the debt when the war is over. The building
will have a floor space of 57,600 sq. ft., of
which 25,000 sq. f t. will be set apart for
monition work, the balance being available
for ordinary railway work. The arrangement
is most satisfactory. On rolling stock the esti-
matedl expenditure for 1040-41 is £33,000.
Provision has been made to continue the pro-
gramme during 1940-41, the principal items
being progress work on construction of the
10 "8S" class loees., and construction of 114
"xKa" wagons. The latter are steam
trucks used mostly for carrying wheat.

The tramways estimate for 1940-41 is
£20,000. Provision has been made for a
feeder cable to Inglewood to increase tbe
voltage and so speed up the Inglewood and
Mt. Lawley service. Provision has also been
made for the supply of more buses to ab-
sorb the additional traffic due to the petrol
rationing. Pending the arrival of trolley
buses which are on order, six petrol buses
-which may be converted into gas producer-
driven vehicles--will be in commission by
Christmas.

Last year's expenditure in the electricity
department was £1,045, compared with an
estimated expenditure for 1940-41 of
£,126,000, an increase of £124,955. Expendi-
ture last year was on minor extensions. Pro-
vision has been made this year for the f ol-
lowing work: Extension of mains; trans-
mission line to Bassendean; switchbouse at
the power station, and additional high ten-
sion switchgear; ring main feeders and step-
up transformers. This work has been de-
ferred for some years, but the stage has
now been reached when further delay would
be dangerous.

On harbours and rivers there was an ex-
penditure last year of £E47,845 and for
1940-41 the estimate is £E102,250, an increase
of £54,405. The work last year consisted
chiefly of the following.:-Additions and im-
provements to North-West jetties; Fremantle
Harbour Works; North Quay reconstruction
and bell month dredging; improvements to
harbours and rivers generally, principally
Swan River reclamation, levelling end wall-
ing. Provision has been made for the fol-
lowing work to be done this year :-Addi-
tions and improvements in the North-West:
Wyndham jetty dredging, Derby jetty ex-
tension, rolling stock and other minor works;.
Fremantle Harbour Works: New slipway at
North Quay, reconstruction of berths P
and 10 and 132 ft. extension. The main
work to be undertaken is the provision of
the new 2,000-ton slipway at Fremnantle and
the reconstruction and extension of the quays.
Both of these projects have defence value,
as well as being' of use to the State. The
Commonwealth Defence Department has re-
quested that they be regarded as being ur-
gent undertakings.

Hon. W. 1). Johnson:- Will that extension
in Fremantle he Made on the north or the
south side or on both sides

The PREMI3fER: I think berths 9 and 10
are on the north side. We have concen-
trated on that side for some time. On water
s;upplies, sewerage, irrigation and drainage
the expenditure last year was £785,942, and
the estimated expenditure for 1940-41 is
£924,500, an increase of £138,558. In re-
gard to town water supplies, the expendi-
ture last year was £16,077. The following
projects were put in hsnd:-Oeraldton
water supply, improvements to town reticu-
lation and boring at Wicherina; Narrogin
water supply, completion of artificial catch-
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rient: new towvn water supply at Serpentine.
An amount of £10,000 has been provided
this Year, the principal work being im-
provements of town water supplies gener-
ally.

Last year the expenditure on metropolitan
sewerage and drainage was £223,282 and for
1910-41 £1I07,000 is set aside. During the
year work was continued on the Bayswater-
Bassendean and Midland Junction-Guildford
sewerage and reticulation, and on the South
Perth, CIarnmont-Cottesloe and M1aylands
reticulation. Work was commenced on the
Wembley-Floreat Park sewerage. Finance
for sewerage house connections was pro-
vided. Drainage work was carried out in
the 'Maylands and Bayswater districts.
WVork on the Maylands. 13lassendean and
Guildford sewerage and reticulation areas,
and the Wemibley-Floreat Park sewerage
will be continued. Provision has also been
made for sewerage at North Fremantle, the
erection of a ventilation stack, and at Lain-
coln and Smith-streets, Perth, sewverage
iiouse connections and drainage works.

On metropolitan water supply, last year's
expenditure was £162,374, and the estimate
for 1940-41 is £137,000, a decrease of
£2.5,374. The principal undertakings last
Yoar were the continuation of work on the
Canining- Dam and the reconditioning of the
hills main, the purchase of pipes for the
extension of the 3Oin. main to Maylands,
and the commencement of the North Beach
water supply. Provision~ has been made
this year for the completion of the North
Bench supply and the Floreat Park Thin1.
steel m1ain; completion of Canning Dam;
improvements to reticulations in the metro-
politan area, and extensiou of the 3Amj.
steel muain to Maylands in order to increase
the water supply in the eastern suburbs.
The Canning Daum is now completed and the
cxp~enditure included in this year's figures
relates to outstanding- accounts.

The expenditure last year on the Gold-
flelds water supply was £163,065 and the
estimate this year is £294,000, an increase of
£130,935. The principal works last year
were: Renovation of main conduit; en-
larg-ement of Cunderdin reservoir; purchase
and] laying of 30im. pipes through Northam;
cement liaing and fabrication of pipes and
purchase of meters. The provision this year
is principally for the following works:-

Completion of S0in. maiu through Northam;
completion of Cunderdin reservoir; con-
tinuation of the renovation of the main con-
duit and cement lining of mains at Kalgoor-
lie and Boulder; a new storage reservoir at
Bulla Bulling, with a capacity of 30 million
gallons. Provision has also been made to
Link the Mundaring reservoir with the Can-
ning reservoir. This work is essential in
order to provide an additional 2,000,000 gal-
lons per day to the goldfields water supply
system. The capacity of the Mundaring re-
servoir is sufficient for years of normal rain-
fall, hut in dry winters such as we have ex-
perienced, the ability of the reservoir to
supply the demand of the goldfields is in-
adequate. Whatever happens we do not
want the goldmining industry or the agri-
cultural industry between Northam and Kal-
goorlie to be interrupted or to suffer from
any severe restrictions. To obviate the pos-
sibility of that happening we will connect
the Canning Dam and Mundaring Reservoir
so that an additional 2,000,000 gallons of
water will be available for pumping from
Mundaring. If we have another year with
as low a rainfall as that of this year the
Mundaring dam will probably be empty. It
was overflowing this time last year but is
only half full now. I do not like to have
to provide £60,000 or £70,000 for this work
because we can reasonably expect to have a
normal year next year, and in that event the
expenditure would not have served much
purpose. However, we must provide against
the possibility of a continued drought.

Mr. Mann: When will the work be com-
pleted?

The PREMIER: I received a letter from
the Prime Minister to-day stating that the
steel plates necessary for the construction of
the pipes required for the connection would
be made available in the very near future.
We will thus be able to have a connecting
link provided prior to next winter if the
Prime Minister's promise is fulfilled.

Hon. N. Keenan: What is the mileage?
The PREMIER: From 18 to 20 miles. A

big proportion of the new line will he util-
ised for the reticulation of the areas be-
tween the Canning Dam and the far eud of
Belmuont and portion of Guildford and Mid-
land.

Ron. W. D. Johnson: And Queen's Park
and Victoria Park.

The PREMIER: Yes. Previously Guild-
ford, Midland Junction, Bassendean, and the
eastern portion of Maylands were all sup-
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plied from the Mundaring Weir, from which
they drew a considerable quantity of water.
In order to conserve the water in the Mum-
daring Weir for the goldields area, water
from the new main will be reticulated to
the suburbs I have mentioned.

The expenditure on water supplies in the
agricultural areas last year amounted to
£217,346, and the estimate for 1940-41 is
£365,000, an increase of £147,654. The
principal works last year were: Irrigation,
channel lining and drainage in the South-
West; continuation of work on the Samson's
Brook and Stirling reservoirs; provision of
tanks in eastern agricultural areas, includ-
ing roofing and improvements, boring and
equipment of wells. Provision has been
made this year to continue work on Samson's
Brook and Stirling reservoirs; No. 3 dis-
trict irrigation works; channel lining at
Collie, Harvey and Waroona; improvements
to irrigation, drainage and country water
supplies generally.

On the development of mining the expen-
diture last year was £55,176, and the esti-
mate for 1940-41 is £51,000, a decrease of
£4,176. Expenditure last year was for as-
sistance to prospectors, loans under the De-
velopment of Mining Act and additions and
alterations to State Batteries. Provision
this year is for work of a similar nature.
Expenditure on assistance to prospectors
wvas £37,739 during the year and £168,217
has been so expended since the inception of
the scheme. Repayments by those assisted
total £7,430 and £80,633 respectively. That
is, at least one-fifth of the amount advanced
has been repaid by successful prospectors.
An amount of £11,000 has been provided for
transfer to a Treasury trust account, in
order to permit of a greater amount being
paid to prospectors for ore treated at the
State Batteries. Until recently the amount
advanced was the standard price of £4 4s.
lOYad. per oz., the balance being paid when
the returns were obtained from the Royal
Mint.- As it is not possible to extract the
gold immediately after the first crushing a
delay of up to six months sometimes occurs
before prospectors receive the balance of
their payments. In order to provide a
better return for the labour expended we
have increased the payment to £7 an ounce.
The people concerned have gratefully
accepted the additional payment, and have
ag-reed that as we have to find the money
for seven ox eight months we are justified
inl charging interest, and they will pay that
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interest. The money will not be lost. The
£11,000 will be available for the purpose
of making advances to prospectors. When
the final returns are received from the Mint,
the suspenuse account will be recouped. It
is necessary that we should have £E10,000 or
£11,000 available so that these additional
amounts may be paid pending the receipt
of the final returns.

Inl addition to tine funds provided by the
State for the development of mining, the
Conmmon~wealtlh made available an amount
of £11l1,000 for the expansion of the gold
mining inf1u4ry with the object of encourag-
ing- an early increase in the gold output.
With this object iii view the money is being
used principally to finance mines in the
more advanced stages of development. The
Federal authorities have been impressed by
the feet that the production of gold is
necessary' in order to conserve the dollar ex-
change and make more dollar exchange
available. By the expenditure of this Comn-
monweilth money we will be able to assist
prodliction to a considerable extent. The
Federal authorities and the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Development have
been so impressed by the representations
made to them that they have made this money
available out of the proceeds of the gold
tax. We have a distinct grievance against
the Commonwealth Government for levying
a tax that is almost exclusively paid by
Western Australia, but to some extent it
has done us justice'lby making this particu-
lar sum available for the further develop-
ment of the gold mining industry. I hope
that as a result of the expenditure our gold
mining retuirns wvill increase. No doubt
the Minister for Mines will he able to give
memhers further particulars when introduc-
ing his Estimates.

Onl the development of Agriculture,
Forestry, etc., the expenditure Inst year was
£E206,790, and the provision this year is
£1661u500, a decrease of £40,290. The ex-
penditure on abattoirs last year was £3,029.
and was for the erection of cattle sale yards
at Hobbs Jetty, and additions and improve-
ments to the Midland Junction and Kalgoor-
lie Abattoirs. The provision this year is
mainly for additions to the Midland Junc-
tion Abattoirs. The item "Development of
Agriculture" is for reconditioning vacant
Agricultural Bank holdings, land clearing
at Wooroloo and Bundibup Mental Hospital
Farm, andl experimental work. The ex-
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penditure last year was £122,022 and the
provision this year is £100,500 and is for
work of a similar nature.

An item of interest is in regard to flax
culture in Western Australia. Members
may have seen the examples of flax in the
corridor of Parliament House. That flax
has been rowing for two or three mouths in
the South-West. It appears to ine to be a
very good samnple. From what 1 understand
from the Minister for Agriculture these
samples are equal to, if not better than, the
flax grown for experimental purposes in the
other States. Some of the activities associ-
ated with the industry may be a charge on
the Loan Estimates this year. We have
planted 1,100 acres of flax and this promises
to be a very satisfactory crop. So that it
may be treated, provision is being made for
the construction by the Government of a fac-
tory. The establishment will employ about
60 men, who will carry out what is known
as the retting process.

Mr. Patrick: A great deal of water will
he required in the process.

The PREMIER: Yes. The flax harvest
will start in the next fortnight or so. The
Minister for Agriculture and the officers of
the department are very pleased with the
experiment, and consider that there are pos.
sibilities of considerable expansion for this
important industry. We shall probably pro.
vide a sum of money for the erection of the
factory. I hope the industry will make solid
progress.

Mr. Warner: Will the flax be cut with a
binder?

h0 PREMIER: I think so.
Mr. MeLarty: Pulling machines arc used

in the other States.
The PREMIER: I understand they give

the best result, but the Minister for Agricul-
ture will probably deal with that industry
at a later stage.

The expenditure of 0,108 under the bead-
ing "Assistance to Settlers, Industries, etc.,"
was for advance to pearlers and banana
growers, and a loan to the Albany freezing
works. This year £10,000 has been provided
for assistance to industries, and it is hoped
that some of the expenditure incurred will
be for the development of secondary indus-
tries. Members are well aware, I am sure,
of the government's very definite desire to
stimulate the growth of secondary industries
in this State. So far, arising out of the

efforts of the Department of Industries, most
of the help rendered by the Government has
been by way of guaranteeing bank over-
drafts. We have not invested much direct
capital in these concerns. Some factories re-
quiring money for extensions are able to
make suitable arrangements with one of the
banks provided the Government stands be.
hind them with a guarantee. Other firms have
not xi, Iliient capital to enable them to stand
upon their own feet. For the assistance of
scondary industries we think the best thing
we can do is to provide a guarantee so that
one of the commercial banks can provide the
necessary financial assistance to its clients
to enable them to carry on. That system
is found to be better than that of providing
money directly from the loan funds of time
State. Some people unfortunately hold the
opinion that money loaned by the State for
the assistance of industry need not he r-
paid. When such people have to deal with
one of the chartered banks, in a commercial
sense, better results are usually achieved.
Not only have they to justify every item of
expenditure, but a tight hold is kept upon
their accounts by the banks, and if they arc.
able to repay a proportion of the capital
the~ hank sees that that is done.

Mr. Seward: Do not you think the banks
place more reliance upon the guarantor than
they do upon the clients?

The PREMIER: Yes. We have been ad-
vancing money for such purposes for two or
three years in connection with industry, and
in connection with the mining industry for
many years, and our experience has been
that the money we have guaranteed has been
repaid. I think the pearling industry has
shown the worst results, beeause we have lost
money there. Most of the money we have
guaranteed by way of hank overdrafts has
been repaid, and the State has not been
called upon to make good any loss in connec-
tion therewith. The officers of the depart-
mnent make a thorough examination of the
mechanical and technical side of the factory,
and the Treasury officials then come in on
the commercial side. Banks are not anxious
to advance money to a concern that is likely
to go down. Some people think that so long
as banks are guaranteed they will advance
money for anything, whereas, as a fact, they
do not like to he associated with undertak-
ings upon which they may have to foreclose.
They, too, make a careful scrutiny of every
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item, and by the time the rule has been run
over all applications by three sets of people,
the prospects for the success of the industry
that wishes to borrow money are generally
deemed to be bright. We have not lost any
money yet.

Mr. Patrick: You think that is better than
the system of lending money outright?

The PREMIER: Yes. It does not curtail
our loan expenditure, and the system has been
of rent assistance to people who in ordin-
ary times might have had a sound enough
financial proposition, but in these days
of restricted credits and difficulties in raising
money for almost any kind of industry, with-
out the direct permission of the Common-
weailth Treasury, could hardly get along
without it. At all events, the Government
ba.s found this system of finance quite satis-
factory. We are not losing anything by
what we are doing to assist in the building
up) of industries. We have guaranteed tens
or thousands of pounds, and so far have not
madec a loss. We think it is better that we
should assist private enterprise in this way,
people who are prepared to putt some of their
own money into these industries. There is a
paramount necessity for the establishment
of new industries in Western Australia. If
private enterprise is prepared to finance
them, I am sure the Minister and his tech-
rival officers will be only too pleased to
give them every possible assistance. The
Treasury, too, will be glad to render such
assistance as it can. If industries are not
established by private enterprise we shall
hai-e to raise the money ourselves and spend
it directly in the establishment of secondary
industries. We must have those industries
here if we are to bring about that balanced
economy and diversion of interest that are
so essential to the development of the State.
We are not dealing wvith that aspect at the
moment. We have made some advances in
secondary industries, and the assistance we
have been able to give is satisfactory. If it
(cames to a showdown, and we think that in
the interests of the State smelting works
should be established for the handling of pig
iron, we may do something about it. Prac-
tical approaches have been made to the Bro-
ken Hill Proprietary on the subject, and we
are now inquiring about another process. If
the Broken Hill Proprietary with all its re-
sources and its metallurgical and technical
knowledge, is prepared to start such works

here, we are willing to assist. If the State
is altogether neglected, as the industry is so
important that we cannot do without it, we
will consider what we can do for ourselves.
The amount provided on this year's Estim-
ates, £10,000, seems rather small, but that is
not all that is involved in the assistance to
industry. The money actually runs into tens
of thousands of pounds.

Last year the expenditure on forestry was
£11,082, the work consisting of reforestation
of mallet and jarrah, reforestation and forest
settlements. To continue this work, f50,000
has been provided this year. The expen-
diture last year was £326,000, which included
£117,678 spent in 1938-39, and charged to
Suspense as there was insufficient loan auth-
orisation. The actual cash expenditure was,
therefore, £207,322, of which £120,000 was
for assistance to local authorities under the
scheme whereby we provided the labour
and they the material for road works.
The Provision of £38,000 this year is to
complete the work in hand at 30th June
last, and to meet outstanding commitments.
The expenditure last year on public build-
ings was £89,582. The principal works
were-new block at Claremont Hospital for
the Insane and Point Heathcote Mental Re-
ceiving Home, Technical School new build-
ing, erection of and additions and improve-
ients to schools generally and provision for
new Chemical Laboratory. The provision
this year is V72,000 and is for buildings
generally, including the balance required to
meet commitments on completed and partly
completed works at 30th June. It is hoped
to make a stai-t with the new technical school
at Fremantle.

Mr. Doney: What are you earmarking for
schools this year?

The PREMIER: I do not deal with the
allocations of those amounts. The total
amount allocated for public buildings this
year is about £C72,000. That will mean
rather a lot of money spent in more or less
small works, because we have no large works
in hand now such as Heatheote and hos-
pital buildings. We are not getting much
relief from that, however. The Common-
wealth Government has taken over the new
Claremont hospital. Whilst that is con-
venient from the financial standpoint, it
does not relieve the position as we would
like it to be relieved as regards the provision
of increased accommodation.
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For hospital buildings and equipment, the
provision for 1940-41 is £29,291. This
represents expenditure last year charged to
Suspense, as. there was not sufficient loan
anthorisation. The expenditure was in-
varied on the new Perth Hospital, including
provision to carry onl the work dluring the
current year. The amount also includes a
grant to the hospital fund of £61,000 to
assist in mneeting the cost of capital works
undertaken last year and proposed new
works. The hospital fund will pay interest
and sinking fund on this money. Au
,amount of £9,707, including a recoup to
Loan Suspense of £1I,707, has, beeu provided
for water supplies onl native stations, prin-
cipially M1oola Bulla Station, and the pur-
chase and] reconditioning of settlements,
mainly that at Carrolup; also for additions
and improvements to native hospitals. The
eslpenditur Ilast year on works of this nature
was £8,204.

Onl State hotels and Tourist resorts, the
expenditure last year was £9,173, principally
for the completion of work in connection
with the new Cave House and additional
capital provided to the State hotels for the
erection of a new hotel at Wongan Hills.
The amount provided this year, including
a recoup to Ljoan Suspense of £e20,338, is
maninly for thtm completion of the Wongan
Hills hotel.

The amount provided for State ferries is
the balance required to meet the contract for
the lie"- boat. Onl State vessels the expendi-
ture of £3,000 last year was to meet the cost
of additional refrigeration slame on the
3f V. "Kybra" and additions to the Fre-
mantle Office. At Bundibup £E9,415 was ex-
pended on the establishment of a farm for
mental hospital putrposes.

The Workers' Homes Hoard wats provided
with £20,000 additional capital, £10,000 of
wvhich wats charged to Suspense, as there was
insufficient loan authorisation. The amount
is included as expenditure this veer.

That completes my review of our loan
estimte s. As I stated iii my opening re-
marks I trust that our proposals wvill be
acceptable to Parliament. All the items now
submitted have been carefuilly examined by
the Glovernment and its officers,, as well as
by the Co-ordinator of Works, So far as is
possible loan expenditure should he limited
to works, of a reproductive character, and
the improvement in our unemployment

figures will to a great extent allow this to
be done. Works which are not immediately
and imperatively niecessary will be deferred.

We shall have to face a big problem when
the war is over in the rehabilitation of our
soldiers into civil life. Suitable employment
works which canl be postponed should be
held over until the time the soldiers are be-
ing repatriated, so that wve can be prepared
to some extent to meet that problem. In the
arrangement of the works programme the
Government hag this aspect constantly in
mind. I imagine that no member will obiject
to any' work included in the Estimates, but
some members may feet disappointed at the
nion-inclusion of at work in which they are
particularly interested. Under normal con-
ditions the exclusion of some such works is
almost inevitable, but under present condi-
tions we Ca', spend our loan moneys only
onl these undlertakings which are vital to the
imaintenne of our economy. In these cir-
eunistanees I am sure that members will.
bear their disapplointmuents philosophically
in the knowledge that the sacrifice is a direct
contribution to the war effort.

Progress reporte1.

BILLS (2)-THIRD READING.

1, Margarine.

2, Legitimation Act Amendment.
Transmnitted to the Council.

BILL-LOTTERIES (CONTROL)
ACT AMENDMENT.

Received from (lie Council and read a first
time.

BILL-FARMERS' DEBTS ADJUST-
MENT ACT AMENDMENT.

Message.

Message from the Lieutenant-Governor
received and read reommending appropria-
tion for the purposes of the Bill.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon. F.
J1. S. Wise-Gascoyne) [5.5]1 in moving tile
second reading said: The object of the Bill
is to comntinue the operation of the Farmers'
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Debts Adjustment Act. The Act first came in-
to operation on the 30th December, 1930, and
it was continued each year until 1934 when
it was extended for three years to the 31st
March, 1938, and, by No. 16 of 1937, for a
further three years to the 31st March, 1941.
The Bill now proposes to extend the Act for
a further period of three years to the 31st
March, 1944. The Act, as members who havo
been associated with the subject of farmers'
debts in recent years know, provides the
necessary machinery for a farmer to apply
for at stay order with a view to submitting
a proposal to his creditors to carry on under
the control of a receiver. At present there
tire 24 farmers working under this section
of the Act, and their positions will 1)0 re-
viewed by the creditors after harvest. Pro-
vison is also made for farmers to apply for
stay orders with a view to submitting pro-
Jposa1s to their creditors for the adjustment
of their debts by means of an advance from
the Rural Relief Fund. On an order being
granted, creditors submit details of their
claims to the director and thep proposal is
then framed for submission to the creditors.
If the proposal is aceplted, the farmers can
then apply to the Rural Relief Trustees for
1the necessary advances to pay the claims in
accordance with the proposals. It is possible
that there will be more applications than
w"ere thought likely at this time last year.
Unfortunately there has been considerable
dlisagreemient, or rather I should say adoubt
has been expressed by them Commonwealth
authorities, regarding the efficacy of the pro-
posal. From the total fund it was origin-
ally intended to provide, I think about ha]
is still unpaid. I believe Western Australia
is still entitled to £134,000. In all likeli-
hood the Commonwealth Government will re-
qluest the States to include the balance of
the money due to them in some other pro-
posal. That, however, is not definite, but
there are indications which support the be-
lief that the Commonwealth will endeavour
to apply the outstanding amount to another
form' of relief for farmers. In Western
Australia we still have £30,000. We are
committed to L12,000 and wve have £18,'000
in band. It is expected that we will re-
ceive that this year. From time to time
we have supplied particulars of cases dealt
with, the number approved, the number sug-
gested, the number deferred, and so on.
There is no doubt that for reasons, mostly
seasonal, there is every need for the contin-

ance of this legislation, and so there is no,
occasion to further amplify my remarks. I
move-

'flint the Bill lie now read a second time.

On, motion by Mr. Mann, debate ad-
journed.

BILL-FINANCOIAL EMERGENCY

ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

I)ebate resumed from the previous day.

MR. BOYLE (Avon) [559]: This is an-
other of the continuance measures originally
-nacted in 1931, in conformity with the plan

lout into force in that year. The Act miade,
provision for reduvtions in salaries, super,
annuation, mortgage interest, and seven-)
other matters. Today the Act controls only
interest on mortgages, the other provisiond
that were madec having served their pu-pose
by reason *of the ino-c or less normal 'ondi-
tion of the matters thant were embracedt by
the Act. The protection afforded to miort-
gugor is of course only applied in the first
1)11cc to mortgagors up to the 31st ]Jecem-
hepr, 1930.' The Act was amended to hi-ing-
in mnortgagors up to 1934, and today the
Bill virtually applies only to land iortgages
and to leases, that is, they will have to lie
long leases to conic within the scope of the
legislation now being continued. The Act
itself is not of great protection except to
people who gave mortgages before 1931, and
wve on this side of the House are munch in:
terested in the Protection of mortgagors of
that type. I have no hesitation in support-
ing the second i-ending.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands) [6.0]:
This is a measure which, unfortunately, we'
must continue because of the position of.
nortgagors who have executed mortgages
over country lands. The legislation, how-,
ern-, conistitutesa :gr-ave disability to many.
worthy people in all walks of life. We all
of us know of the working man who has
provided for his wife and children by leav-
ing a mortgage- The object of the testator
ws, of course, to provide a fund to place

his children in life. Some of those nort- -

gagors died as long ago as 1924, when the
lpos.,ibility of the mortgage being tied up for
a long term of years could hardly have been
conceived.
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Mr. Boyle: This Bill does not affect the
recovery of principal moneys.

Mr. Watts: The Bill affects interest.
Hon. N. KEENAN: In that case I do not

wish to proceed with my observations.

MR. WATTS (Katanning) (6.33:- I sup-
port the second reading. The previous
speaker has put a thought into my head,
notwithstanding that be was to some extent
referring to the wrong measure. At first
I thought his remarks were applicable to
this measure, although they were based on
incorrect premises. The Act which the Bill
seeks to continue has the effect of reducing
by 221/ per cent. the rates of interest pay-
able on mortgages executed before 1931. If
the Act were not to be continued, the inter-
eat payable under such mortgages would re-
vert to the rate payable in 1931. Members
will no doubt agree with me that that would
be decidedly unfair, as interest rates have
in the meantime and in the ordinary course
of business been reduced in many cases by
probably more than 221/ per cent. The
rate of 8 per cent. in 1931 might have been
reasonable, but a reduction of 22% per cent.
brings it down to £6 4s., or 6 1-5 per cent.;
7 per cent, might have been regarded as fair
in 1931, but the 22Y2 per cent, reduction
brings that rate down to £-5 8a. 6id. per cent.
The Act does not permit of the rate being
reduced below 5 per cent. He is a fortunate
mortgagee who to-day can get more than 5
per cent. on first-class security. It is just
as well, from the point of view of those who
are, under our existing system, forced to
borrow, that that should be so. If this
measure is not passed, then, as I said, the
rates of interest applicable to mortgages
given before 1931 would again become pay-
able, and we should then find that mort-
gagors, particularly those engaged in rural
industries, would have great difficulty in
obtaining fresh loans to pay off their indebt-
edness, owing to the decreasing value of
their assets. They would find themselves in
a most unfortunate position, because they
would have then to pay the original rate of
interest, which is far in excess of the rate
obtainable by people advancing money
to-day. On this ground, and on other
rounds that I need not go into, I have no

hesitation in supporting the Bill. I have no
doubt that next session it will again be
necessary to continue this legislation.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Ootnmii tee.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

BILLr-MORTGAOEES' RIGHTS RE-
STRICTION ACT CONTINUANCE.

Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the previous day.

MR. MANN (Beverley) (6.7]: This Bill
dovetails in with similar measures passed by
the House. The Minister stressed the im-
portance of the measure, and we en this side
of the House give it our whole-hearted sup-
port. We realise that whilst it may have
its objectionable features, many mortgagors
in farming districts at the present time are
in need of the protection which it affords.
The position in rural districts appears to be
just as bad as it was when the Act was first
passed. I have much pleasure in supporting
the second reading.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlanda) [6.9]:
This is a measure which I was under the
impression we were discussing a few wo-
ments ago. Undoubtedly, it is necessary
in the interests of our rural industries:
hut, like all measures of a similar char-
acter, it inflicts considerable hardship in
many cases where hardship is least capable
of being borne. As I was telling the House,
I am sure members know of cases where
provision was made by a man, who after-
wards died, for his family, but the pro-
vision has been upset by legislation of this
kind. Men who invested their money on
mortgage intended that after a period of
time, seven or eight years, or whatever the
term of the mortgage was, the money would
become IV'availablb for their depeadants.
This legislation has in many cases tied up
the money for the past nine years. Tt is
desirable that legislat ion of this kind should
be gradually thinned down., I do not sug-
gest it should be abolished, because that
would possibly cause grave disturbance,
but certainly it should be thinned down.
Some portion should be restored to the
original position. The absurdity of the
position becomes apparent when it is real-
ised that mortgages executed in 1932 are
not subject to this legislation. I know of
a man who died in 1923 and whose money
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is tied up; his widow is unable to receive
it, notwithstanding that the money was
intended by her deceased husband to he
applied in settling his children in life. No
one would question the necessity for this
legislation in an emergency; but when the
emergency has passed-to a great extent it
passed in 1935-we should gradually try to
restore the original position. Unfortun-
ately, we did not do so and therefore are
faced to-day with this Bill. As 1 say, it is
necessary in the interests of those engaged
in rural activities, although it applies also
to people in towns. It is regrettable that
we allowed the opportunity to pass in 1935,
1936, and 1937 to give some measure of
relief to mortgagees who are placed at a
disadvantage by this legislation. I do not
offer any opposition to the second reading,
because I have admitted we must pass the
measure for the benefit of those outside our
city limits.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

Sitting swepended from 6.15 to 7.30 pi.

EII-INDIJSTRIES ASSISTANCE
ACT CONTINUANCE.

Second Reo~ing.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

MR. DONEY (Williams-Narrogin) [7.30):
Members will realise that we on these
benches would be very happy indeed if we
could oppose this Bill on the ground that tbe
position of the rural industries of this State
was so entirely satisfactory that they could
do without the assistance provided in the
parent measure. Unfortunately, such a
happy state of affairs is not with us yet,
and so we have no option but to support the
Bill, It is a sorrowful reflection that the
outlook for the wheat industry during the
last quarter of a century has heen such that,
year by year throughout the whole of that
very long period, the assistance mentioned
has been necessary. In :1915, when the
origins] measure was enacted, there was no

man, I dare say, so pessimistic as to en-
visage even the bare possihility of this in-
dustries assistance machinery being required
for 25 consecutive years; and quite likely
fur a number of years yet.

Hon. IV. D. Johnson: It was introduced
as a temporary measure.

Mr. DONEY: Yes, and that makes the
position all the more astounding. I recall
that during the firs-t two or three years that
witnessed its re-enactment the same point
was stressed-that it was purely a temporary
measure. Still, we have got beyond that
stage, and there is no doubt that right now
the plight of the farmers is as desperate
us it was in 1914-1-5. I cannot help
thinking that the position of the farmers
to-day is such as should incline every mem-
ber towards generosity when ho comes to
discuss measures designed to relieve the
farming industry. The Minister for Lands,
auring his -remarks yesterday, mentioned
the need for a Bill to protect the interests
of the farmers and the -State -with respect
to the disbursement and repayment of the
funds being made available by the Common-
wealth Government for the relief of the
farmers stricken by drought. At this june-
ture I do not wish to discuss the possible
provisions of such a Bill other than to
assume--and the Minister will understand
this-that the machinery then to be laid
down will hoi divorced entirely from the pro-
visions of the Industries Assistance Act.
That is all I feel called upon to say on
this Bill. I favour the Bill wholly on the
ground that unfortunately it is still as neces-
sary as it was W hen the original measure was
introduced.

Q uestion. put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

BILL-RESERVES.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

MR. THORN (Toodyay) [7.36]: This is
the second reserves Bill that has been intro-
duced in the last few weeks. I suggest to
the Minister that he should marshal all his
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facts in future and include all the reserves
in one measure.

-The Minister for Lands: I am afraid the
lion. member is in error. This is the first
Reserves Bill this session.

Mlr. THORN : Then I stand corrected. The
first reserve dealt with is one which the York
municipality is agreeable to being made
over to it from the 00o(1 Templars, a very
worthy' organisation.
* Mr. Marshall: What dlo you know about

it?
Mr. Patrick: No, the organisation is giv-

ing up that piece of land.
Air. THORN: That is so. As most of

these reserves have been agreed to-
Hon. W. fl. Johnson: By whom?
Mr. THORN: By the Town Planning Corn.

missiojier, the Lands Department and others
concerned. The lion. member ought to
know that.

Ho,,. W. D. Johnson: Yesv but I want to
get the approval recorded in "Hansard."

Mir. ThTORN: If menibers are particularly
interested in any of these reserves and the
accompanying plans, I am sure they will
make themselves heard. The last plan deals
with the municipality of Oeraldton. A
reserve granted as a site for a town hall
is no loniger required for that purpose anti
is desired by the council for use as a nium-.
cipal bowling green. That is a quite
acceptable exchange. After having con-
sidered the Bill very thoroughly, I have no
objection to offer to its being passed and
shall therefore support the second reading.

MR. WULLMOTT (Sussex) [7.39] : I have
no objection to the Bill. Plan 4 relates
to a reserve in my electorate. The M1inis-
ter told us that the area had been set aside
for the purpose of a hall site at Cowaramup.
It was held by the Cowaramup Agricultural
Society, but that or~anisationi is defunct, for
the time being at any rate, and the desire
is to hand the reserve over to the Augusta-
Margaret River Road Board. I know that
the local authority is anxious to take over-
the reserve and there is no objection to the
transfer being made.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

III Committee.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES, 1940-41.
In Committee of Supply.

Resumed from the 5th November; Mr.
Mlarshall in the Chair.

Vol c-A gricultn.-e, £6104 '2J2:

THE MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
(Hon. F. J. S. Wise Gascoyne) [7.43] : I
have asked the Committee to give considera-
lion to this division to-night in preference
to others in order that it might be dealt
with while I am present. I have no inten-
lion of delaying the Committee unduly in
introducing these Estimates. In past yeari
toe pralctice has been to make a statistical re-

view- and survey of the activities of the De-
artrnient of Agriculture and of the indus-

tries of agriculture, giving details of the
different types of produce consumed in and
exported from this Stlate. On this occasion I
shall content myself by simply giving a brief
review of the activities of the department
Eron. tht research side and by making some
comments on the overseas position as it
affects the products of the lands of this
State. Hon. members will be well aware,
from the information I gave them during
the Address-in-reply debate, that most of
the contracts referring to produce are being
continued for another year, that arrange-
ments have been made for 240,000 tons of
meat to be shipped from Australia, and that
the wheat contracts arc continuing. In eon-
neetion -with wvheat a very complete review
was given by the Chairman of the Austra-
lian Wheat Board here in the Press a day
or two ago. I was privileged to see that
report two or three weeks ago, and undoubt-
edly the position for Australia is not as
bright as it might be either in the quantities
carnied forward or in the prospects for the
coining harvest. It appears that although
Australia has an annual requirement of
about 55,000,000 bushels, the total crop to be
harvested in all Australia this year will not
exceed 90,000,000 bushels. In point of fact,
the position in Victoria might well be that
that State will not have a harvest sufficient
to meet her own requirements. The Austra-
lian Wheat Board, in its report which was
published here two (lays ago, shows an un-
disputed carry-over from last harvest, the
quantity sold which is awaiting shipment.
atnd the quantity contracted for in the way
of purchases for the balance. The entry or
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Grceec into the war is likely to deprive Aus-
tralia, of a market which had become very
netive for a portion of our wheat holding.
We dlo not know from day to day just what
might arise in respect of orders from other
countries. We do know that the con-
trolling- ag-ents of the Australian Wheat
Board in this State, and the storing author-
ities, arc endeavouring to clear from the
country bins in this State all of the wheat
and ship it where there is no question of
weevil, or where it might be held as wvel
as it would be in the b~igger bins that have
been installed.

It seems from the last examination of the
harvest figures for this State that we will
quite conceivably get a harvest much in ex-
es of our original estimate. We might even
reach 18,000,000 bushels. It is very difficult,
even at this stage, to obtain a reliable estim-
ate, because very much of the crop which
promised a very big rain yield has been
cut for hay; but we have one advantage in
that crops in other districts which promised
a very small yield have appreciated con-
siderably since the estimate of a month ago.
But it seems in an Australian sense that
there will be a shrinkage of possibly
140,000,000 to 150,000,000 bushels from
last year's harvest. This represents a ter-
rific falling-off.

During the year bulk handling facilities
have been erected at many other centres
and sidings, and it is hoped that there will
be a possibility for installing port handling
facilities at Albany. From that aspect it is
especially regrettable that the harvest in
that district, and especially in those areas
where there is usually a very high yield, is
not such 'as to warrant a port installation
this year. Installations have been made in
the Lakes district, which have been a vexed
question for many years. Generally, the
condition of the wheat stored in this State
compares more than favourably with that of
wheat stored in other States. Although
there have been many complaints in regard
to opening dates, I think the central auth-
ority is quite justified in making the stipu-
lations it has made. The moisture content
of wheat as I have expressed here more
than once, has a very distinct bearing on
the capacity to store the rain; and if, as in
this instance, even in the northern wheat
there is a moisture content approaching 13
per cent., although the grain in the hag
seems quite dry, it is a definite invitation

to weevil infestation, particularly in dis-
tricts which have suffered from that pest.
during past years. It has entailed a consid-
erable amount of work and a great deal of
activity to endeavour to clean the bins in
those districts which had big crops last year,
and where there were infestations of weevil.

Bulk Handling, Ltd., has co-operated vcry
freely with the Department of Agriculture
in experimentation. The department. and
the firm have been engaged in endeavouring
to control weevils ii' this State, and I think
it is in the best interests of the farmers to
follow out the instructions vhiclhbave been
so freely expressed, and not deliver to the
bins, or expect to deliver to the bins, wheat
which has any rubbish in it, or immature
rain, which entails so much moisture as
enables the weevils to take hold.

We have in Western Australia a system
which for its capital cost and costs of hand-
ling compares more than favourably with
the more up-to-date installations of other
States. Our handling costs and methods
have proved to be highly suitable for our
needs and, as a matter of fact, have brought
down Australia's average handling costs
during the period when storage is such an
important factor.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Hear, bear!
The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:

The Australian Wheat Board figures as pub-
lished here I am not quite sure of, but the
total average cost for Australia during the
operation of the Wheat Board is about 9.4d.
per bushel, including an average rail. That
cost has gone up by approaching 3d. from
previous averages. Many members might
wonder why in war time it is not possible
further to reduce the charges, or further td
curtail the expenditure; but wvhereas in
normal times it was possible to arrange ship-
ping freights so that there was a continu-
ous flow of wheat from sidings to the ship,
very little of that has been possible during
the past 12 mnths. There had to be addi-
tional haulage and storage; there had to be
double handling; thtre had to be interest
on the capital involved in the additional
storage. These factors have brought up the
cost by two or three pence. However, I be-
lieve the over-all cost was in the vicinity of
9.4d. per bushel. Members will be aware
of the endeavour of the Commonwealth,
quite apart from the circumstances of
drought and activities in drought relief, to
stahilise the wheat industry. Members are
also aware of proposals which suggest that
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3s. 6d. should be the fLo.r. ports price. Oin
a 9.4d. over-all charge, this would bring the
siding price back to approximately 2s.
9d. per bushel. However, I know from
conversations during the past week
with Sir Earle Page and with the
Department of Commerce that the Com-
monwealth proposals also include cer-
tain refunds or rebates on some of the
cost, which it seems to me will mean a aid-
ing price averaging 2s. lid. pci bushel.

Mr. Boyle: All for bagged wheat.
The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:

Yes. There are also other incidentals to be
considered which might even bring the price
above that figure. A lot will depend on whe-
thler the Commonwealth will endeavour, under
the National Security Act, to enforce its pre-
sent proposal or will be prepared to listen to
the ease from the various States. The
-Commonwealth authorities seem to have in
.their minds a fixed idea of the free on
board price; but if within the costs which
are consequent upon all sorts of handling
of wheat they are prepared to make fur-
ther allowances, and further concessions to

be recouped by the Commonwealth, it is
quite possible that the price will be even
better. In roy opinion, if we had agreed
to the original proposal, the Commonwealth
would certainly have stood firm and insisted
that the States come to 'ail understanding
with the Commonwealth that that should he
its maximum contribution. Together with
the proposal to stabilise the price, the Coni-
mon'wcalth intends to submit to the States
certain further restrictive proposals which
may necessitate after the war period legis-
lation, but -which can be -well carried out
during the war period under Commonwealth
control.

The Commonwealth intends to propose
licensing, of production. It is possible that
the Commonwealth will ask the States to
define a line outside of which wheat for
grain should not be grown. The Common-
wealth has not yet fleterniined what it
proposes to do in regard to the debt struc -
ture of those areas to enable the farmer,
quite apart from the present marginal area
proposals, to be put gp a basis of an in-
come, or a prosneetive income, for the
future. It is another aspect, too, that the
area between the outer marginal area and
the area whirh is safe must receive considera-
dion, for the reagnn that it is not practicable
for the farmer, if one side of the road is

out of hounds and he is on that side, while
the other side is of similar country and
similar raintall, to be deprived of the rights
involved. A proposal is likely to lie sub-
nutted that a buffer area be treated, in which
certain restrictive proposals regarding fal-
low cropping might be imposed. There
are also other suggestions which involve the
financial aspect, such as farmers' debts,
which must come within the review of the
whole wheat industry of Australia when it.
is discussed in Canberra next month. I
understand that New South Wales is to
continue to press for its lands to be ap-
proved; that is, that at guaranteed price be
given up to 3,000 bushels, and after that a
proportion of tha payment to be received.
People who grow at hundred or even fifty
acres of wheat have grown up to 250 bushels,
Where New South Wales average areas
end is where our average production begins.
We in this State are so circumstanced that
it would need great modification of the New
South Wales proposals for me, at any rate,
to agree on behalf of Western Australia to
their being put up as a basis for favourable
consideration. New South Wales has, in
many parts of Riverina as well as more
recently settled wheatgro wing districts, very
large areas which were formerly station pro-
perty. Those areas were subdivided, when
wheat was round about 8s. per bushel, into
blocks ranging from 600 to 1,000 acres mn
extent.

In Western Australia we have one or two
estates capable of comparison with those
estates in New South WVales. In that State
there are hundreds of farmers with plant
suitable for the production of wheat but with
only a cropping area of from 500 to 600
acres. Their total operations are restricted
to about a square mile of country, on which
they have only between 200 and 300 acres
under wheat. It is such uneonomic produc-
tion of wheat that has raised Australia's
production costs so tremendously. New
South Wales, in sponsoring the case for her
repurchasedi estates and proposing to keep
in production individuals with a square mile
of country, is certainly not acting in the best
interests of the wheat-growing industry of
Australia. We know that in We-stern Aus-
tralia the most ernicot farmer is the man
who has plant capable of good farming
over at least a fair area, and I think the
general orinion of Western Australians in
any way allied to this industry is that we
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cannot afford to support the case of New
South Wales and give any protection to the
uneconomic wheat farmer. New South Wales
claims its case, in such circumstances, is en-
tirely different from that of our marginal
areas, but the relative problem is almost
similar to ours. Although the marginal areas
offer little scope for production and do not
give the holders of properties there any pro-
spect for the future because of seasonal
circumstances, those confined to small areas
are equally uneconomic farmers if we con-
aider them as wheat farmers. We have
several repurchased estates in Western Aus-
tralia and I may mention one in the district
represented by the member for Beverley
(Mr. Mann), which has given us a very dis-
tinct and worrying problem to adjust. In
that case a certain repurehased estate was
cut up into small areas which give the holders
no prospect at all of agricultural develop-
mnent with any possibility of an adequate
return on the capital cost involved or on the
cost of plant and seasonal operations.

Speaking in an Australian sense, Victoria
has a somewhat similar problem. Thus when
this problem is approached in an Australian-
wide sense, members will realise that there
are many and extensive implications which
prevent the States from getting very close
together when a scheme for Australia as a
whole is under consideration. lIt would be
the finest thing that could happen in the
interests of the industry if, at this stage as
the result of a Commonwealth conference, it
was found possible to bring closer together
interests so divergent and to secure an
agreement under the provisions of the
National Security Act. Queensland's prob-
lem is entirely different. Because of the
advent of the cactoblastis, an insect which
has attacked the prickly pear, several mil-
lion square miles of country eminently suit-
able for wheat-growing have been entirely
cleared in recent years. Until recently
Queensland production has never even nearly
approached her internal requirements for
wheat, and she has always been an importing
State. Now she has some of the best country
in Australia suitable for wheat although that
country was formerly lying idle because of
the pr-ickly pear pest. Since that area has
been completely cleared, the land has be-
come attractive to Qucenslanders, not be-
cause of their effort to secure internal price
regulation or because of the prices ruling-

-she has been an importing State--but be-
cause the drif 't of farming developed in those
areas has been towards wheat and sheep.
Tasmania, on the other hand, is an import-
hag State. She can grow only a soft, maca-
roni type of wheat and for biscuit-manu-
facturing purposes grows a small quantity
for export to the mainland.

I give that brief review of Australia's
many angles in connection with the wheat
industry and its problems, One of the many
vexed problems attaching to the question is
that the points of view of the States have
been, and arc, so very far apart. We have
much more in common with South Australia
than with any other State. If it could be
arranged that Australia's production, by
some fair and equitable means, could be
fixed on the basis of 140,000,000 bushels
for sale, we would go a long way towards
solving many of the problems attendant upon
our present wheat industry.

Ron. V. D. Johnson: Does the prickly
pear country require a dressing of super?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
No. Last year that country produced ten
and twelve-bag crops in the second year of
production, without fallow and without any
additional fertilising.

Mr. Patrick: The same applies to some of
the country in New South Wales.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Yes, in the Riverina. But to contemplate
the possibility of cropping a square mile of
country and anticipating economic wheat
production is simply ridiculous, when thd
basic price is in the vicinity of 2s. lid, at
Siding.

In respect of many other commodities
there is great variation in points of view
between the different States. Australia is
very fortunate in that a contract was reached
with the British Government so very quickly.
If it had not been done in that way-it
was not done at the time after consultation
with the States but wvas done, as it were, on
the spur of the moment-by the then Min-
ister for Commherce, Senator Mcency, we
would have been left lamenting when the
sortiiug out of the world's market for Aus-
tralia produlctsi bad been uindertaken by the
British Government. We were fortunate to
have secured that benefit in view of the tur-
mnoil of war, the difficulties regarding mar-
kets, the almost entire lack of refrigerated
space and the lack of demand for apples
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and pears, and to have secured such a mar-
ket with such prices as have been offered to
us for the duration of the war. That applies
to mnore than one commodity.

I assure the Committee that our apples
and pears are in a very dangerous position.
It would appear from recent reviews that
the British Ministry of Food may ask the
growers of apples and pears to submit theit
fruit next year on a basis of purchase
that has not reached so low a level
in Australia for very many years. Mem-
bers whose district interests have forced
them to study closely the difficulties
attendant upon reaching an agreement
between the States will know how much
it means to Western Australia to par-
ticipate in some scheme of acquisition.
We have approximately an anticipation of
1,500,000 eases for this, year, with a vcry
good crop setting. There is a -prospect of
an internal market for 500,000 eases, and
the propect of no market for 1,000,000
eases;. Victo-ria iS not particularly inter-
ested in an acquisition scheme because that
State lossesses such a large internal market
and a big consuming State adjoining. Tn
consequence, Victoria shows no disposition
to give Western Australia the benefit of the
unit value that growers in Victoria cnn en-
joy. Tasmania is in a worse position than
Western Australia. We find that Tasmanian
and Western Australian interests, except
with regard to varieties, are almost identical
in the endeavour to reach an Australian-
wide understanding to ensure some return
to the growers of applesi and pears. The
arrangement so far has been that certain
varieties hare been placed in certain groups.
Not. 1, 2 and 3 grading for marketing pur-
poses. The grading is on the value as a
marketable variety. Outside that grouping
are the uncommercial varieties -which have
been exuept. The proposal has been ad-
vanced to have groupings with six, four
and two units of price in three different
gradings, of variety. The unit value desired
for these different groupings is 6d_ so as to
ensure a return on that basis of 3s. for the
top grade, 2s. for the next and Is. for the
lowest grade. The Commonwealth has
offered 5d. per unit which would mean that
the best apples; in Australia-the Granny
Smiths produced in Western Australia-
would he worth a maximum of 2s. 63d. T
assure the Committee that for several hours

in Melbourne recently a very strong argu-
ment was presented from the representatives
of Western Australia in an endeavour to
secure for our growers a much better deal
than that.

The difficulty is that the financialre
sponsibility the Commonwealth undertook
last year proved to he much greater than ex-
pected, and, consequently the Common-
wealth is most reluctant to enter into any
agreement that will impcsc such a charge
against the Federal Treasury. We arc hoping
that Tuesday next will see finality reached
regarding this argument. I am hoping that
those concerned will revert to the unit basis
of grading and grouping as agreed upon in
Sydney in August last. If that should be so,
then this State can see some daylight and
the growers will be assured of some return.
Without a Commonwealth scheme--I may
admit that the Commonwealth is not anxious
[for a scheme and would appreciate the op-
portunity to drop it-I can visualiso grave
difficulties confronting the frnitgrowcrs of
this State.

I do not wvish to refer to many oilier corn-
nioditics affected by the war situation. We
have been very fortunate in some respects
regarding our lamb position. Negrotiations
wvere entered into at an early stage to ensure
that Western Australia would ho, al-
lowed to participate in the trade and
that we would not be put to additional
expense for storage because of lack of ship-
ping. The Commionwealth .lepsrtment of
Commnere wcrked in a free and very
friendlly way with the Department of Agri-
culture in thisg State and with the general
muana er of the meat works at Wyndham.
To fact, we have had a very good deal
fromn the departiment. As I assured mnem-
I ers during the Address-in-reply debate.
the Department of Commerce pledged its
word that if Western Australia was iii a
tight corner regarding the lamb trade,
shipping would be diverted on the eastern
journey rather than that our storage capa-
Pity should be unduly taxed. The Comn-
monwoalth department has lived up to its
undertakinig. There is one other mnatter T
,-hall mention before turning to the research
activities of the department. I have in
mind a matter mentioned by the Premier
regarding the flax position. We have 1,100
acres sown under flax in Western Australia
this year. As a matter of fact we were
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very nearly left out. The Commonwealth
Government had decided that we had no in-
terest in this crop and that we were to
receive no seed at all. However, eventu-
ally the Commerce Department communi-
cated with me one morning at about 11
o 'clock and I stated that I would advise
them by 2 o'clock in the afternoon as to
what seed we would require. The Govern-
meat hurriedly discussed the matter. From
smiall and individual trials made in the past,
we knew the capacity of this State to pro-
duce flax and decided to ask for a quan-
tity of seed. The consequence was that at
three hours' notice we guaranteed that
1,000 acres would be sown this season,
though we wvere not sure about the avail-
ability of seed. By the time the officers
of the department bad completed their
efforts to have contracts signed, growers
had arced to sow over 1,100 acres. The
seed was made available to them at a cost
of 15s. a bushel. I have instanced that to
show how easily we might have been left
out. As it is, I think this industry pro-
mises to he of g-reat importance to the State
in later years.

C'onsiderable criticism has been levelled
at me' for allowing offiers of tha depart-
ment to persuade farmers to undertake the
growing of a crop of this kind on i rri-
gated land or on land considered to he too
highly priced for the growth of such a crop.
Even if the criticism were deserved, it
should he borne in mind that what was
done was undertaken in the best interests
of the State. Even if we have made a mis-
take, anid even if some farmers arc unable
to secure an adequate return for their labour,
titer' will he assured of a guaranteed price
for the acreage sown, In the cireum-
stances we wVould have neglected our duty
if ire had not made an effort to secure seed]
for this season and to ensure that the State
received a larger share in future years.

r.Sampson: You did well. Every
effort, whether goad or bad, is criticised.

The 'MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
A fortnight ago I was assured by Dr. Rich-
ardson! of the Council of Scientific and In-
dustrial Research, that Australia will re-
ceive an order from the Imperial authorities
alone for 10,000 tons of fibre next year.

'Mr. MeLarty: At how much a ton?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
At a price which lends them to consider that
they wvill be able to increase the guaranteed
price to the farmer to something above
£4 10s. an aIcre. T1hey are act sure
of the details because of the arrange-
meats which have to be entered into
in regard to mnilling and other appliances
needed for the proper carrying out of the
project. We have been unfortunate this
year because, as a result of seasonal condi-
tions, we have experienced very serious at-
tacks from a certain type of caterpiLlar
which at one stage threatened some of the
crops with extinction. Fortunately, however,
although the caterpillars have affected the
leaf and seed, they do not appear to have
affected the fibre to an extent that will ren-
der the crop unprofitable. The estimated
yield of the Victorian erop' is within 50 per
cent, of the estimated yield of our crop..

Mir. McLarty: What yield per acre do you
expect!

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
It will vary considerably in this State for
more than one reason. We had to be con-
tent with a variety which is not as long in
the straw as some of the highly tested var-
ieties that have conic from Ireland and Eng-
land in former years. In some instances
yields as high as from 25 to 30 cwt. are pro-
bable.

Mr. Don cy: In what area has the seed
been sown?

Tme MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
In the area between Bun bury and Armadale.
We have also experimeatal plots at our re-
search stations and various farmerb have
conducted experiments for the department
on properties extending from Denmark to
.Northampton. At Denmark we had a crop
which had a fibre length of nearly five feet.

Mr. Doney: What is the best rainfall for
this crop?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Conditions are ideal where there is a spring
and early summer rainfall. Consequently
we think the land having the best promise
is that which enjoys late rains following the
winter downpour, or irrigated land, or land
which has some natural moisture. The ven-
ture is largely experimental but I think it
will prove to be one of the most important
experiments undertaken in this State in re-
cent years. If we meet with only partial
success, we will secure a return to primary
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producers from a new kind of crop, and
employment will be given to many people in
the various processes through which the pro-
duct has to pass before it leaves the State
to be converted into canvas and other corn-
modities. The seed of our variety is not so
important as is the seed of many other var-
ieties such as those producing the linseed of
commerce. Varieties we hope to introduce
next year will be important from that angle
and will also provide a contribution to the
stock feeds of this State. We have arranged
for the harvesting of the crops with reapers
and binders. That was not easy to achieve
because so many of the areas are discon-
nected. Only a few areas have been put
under seed this year. We have men on relief
work pulling up flax so as to make the har-
vesting more eeonomical. Areas in the beds
of creeks and other places which farmers
did not mind devoting to this crop, have
been utilised. In handling the crop it is not
possible to utilise a hinder and crop the out-
side cut as in a crop of wheat, because the
crop will not come up again; it will not
stand upm To avoid -waste, therefore, -we
have arranged for cutting with smaller ma-
chines or alternatively for pulling by hand.

Mr. Don ey: Is the straw likely to he of
importance?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
'Very little. The crop is either a fibre crop
or one grown for linseed, and once the fibre
is taken the residue is as brittle as that of
any crop we know. There is an excellent
sample of this commodity in the Chamber
at the moment.

Ther. is, one activity of the department
which usually receives very little mention
and which passes almost unnoticed until de-
finite result is achieved. I refer to research
work. At the moment we have a trained scien-
tific staff numbering 15, and a trained techni-
cal staff of 30. It has been said that the State
has reached a stage when there should be a
slackening in the activities of the Agricul-
tural Department, Nut with the growth of
land sett-lement and the setting down of pas-
tures, in addition to the employment of new

mehd, there is always an increase in att-
tendant problems. When we set out to

sleproblems-and especially those asso-
eiated with stock-we find that as soon w.
we have reached a solution of one difficulty,
many others present themselves. The value
of the agicultural research work undertaken

by the Department of Agriculture would be
hard to estimate. We know that the State
yield of wheat has materially increased as
an outcome of the experiments regarding
the treatment of fallow that have been con-
ducted at the various; State farms, but fully
to measure the increase in production that
has occurred in the State as a result of re-
search activities into methods and treatment
of fallow, the applica9tions of different
quantities of fertilisers and other depart-
mental inquiries, would be extremely diffi-
cult. We know that the use of different
types of fertilisers has been proved to be
uneconomic, and farmers have been saved
hundreds of thousands of pounds in conse-
quence of udvice tendered them by the
department.

The evolution of new varieties of wheat
has been an important phase of the depart-
mnent's activities. For the past five years
60 per cent. of the total acreage in Western
Australia has been planted with varieties
evolved by the department, and for the last
season nearly one-third of the wheat planted
in Australia consisted of varieties which ori-
g&inated in this State. That is a remark-
able tribute to those who have been asso-
ciated with the evolution of new varieties of
wheat. We are facing a year when the
yield in some districts can be compared with
that of 1914 when the State's average nas
1.9 bushels per acre, but in spite of the sea-
son being so adverse in so many districts,
with a consequent decreased fertility, the
average yield for the State is three or four
times higher than that for 1914. The
utilisation of hardier varieties more valuable
for general use in the State is very import-
ant in adverse seasons as well as in the
good seasons. The development of rust-
resistant varieties has been an important
feature of the department's work and the
treatment of seed prior to planting has led
to a big annual s'rving to Western Australia.

I wish nowv to refer to wvork done in re-
gard to lamb production. T would like
those interested personally and those whose
districts are interested in this subject to fol-
low more closely than they do the experi-
ments at the Avondale Farm, situated in the
(distriet of the mnember for Beverley (Mir.
Mann). Lambs from that station this year
have brought rec-ord prices. The results
of trials at different stations under the con-
trol of the department show that much
remains to h, clone to bring lambs from this-
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Stat' up to a standard at which they will
be a"le to meet the competition of that
world-tamned lamb-growing dominion of
New Zealand. Hen. members are aware of
the tremndous losses occasioned in past
years by braxy-lice disease arid toxic para-
lysis. Incxpensire vaccines have been pro-
duced through the research conducted by
the officers of the veterinary branch of the
department, and they have been made avail-
able to farmers in this State. The result
has been that whereas we used to lose up
to 2Y2 per cent, of our flocks as a result
of toxic paralysis, representing a value
of about £150,000, the loss to-day is
practically negligible. , When we take
the case of Gingin rickets, Denmark
wasting disease, and any other diseases
of that character, we find that the
work of the two or three scientists of the
Department of Agriculture has been a ma-
terial contribution towards the progress of
the State and the national wealth. It was
estimated by one resident in Gingin that the
annual saving to the farmers of that dis-
trict by the solving of the problem of
rickets represented £100,000. That is a very
material contribution, and meant a saving
of 100,000 valuable sheep, which were kept
alive each year because of the preventive
methods discovered for dealing with the
disease,

Mr. Doney: The stock-raisers are not
lacking in appreciation.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
It is not generally recognised that the work
done in connection with pastures repre-
sents one of the most important activities
of the branches of the department. Only
members who come from the far South-
West, where it costs thousands of pounds to
clear small areas, recognise the valae of the
work done in connection with pastures
through cultures. Thousands of cultures are
treated annually for those. who treat clover
seeds prior to planting, and the attendant
results are little short of marvellous. In the
minor elements the work conducted by one
or two of the officers has shown remarkable
results. By the addition of a faw ounces
per acre of some elements in the Albany
district, the increase in the potato yield in
really productive country has been from
seven or eight tons per acre to 13 tons. The
results compared with the treated and the
non-treated land arc little short of wonder-
ful. In the minor elements experiments
with oats and other cereals have yielded pro-

nounced results. Where it has not been pos-
sible to produce any crop people have been
able to get up to 11/2 tons of hay per acre.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Is that continuous
or is it an annual treatment?

The MKINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The work is continuous. Projects are
planned from year to year, but a long-
range plan has been agreed to by the offi-
cers of the department and the Council for
Industrial Research. These experiments are
not carried out merely for Western Aus-
tralia, but in collaboration with the Waite
Institute and the C.S.I.R., so that any tang-
ible results achieved can bc used for the
benefit of Australia generally. The work is
continuous. We have not added to the staff
engaged in the work, but the officers are
very interested in it, and the results they
have achieved, which might well have taken
a life-time, have given them great encour-
agement. To many other aspects of the
work members will find reference in the
quarterly publications of the department.
These are worth a lot of consideration.
Quite apart from the advice which is always
available, whether in connection with such
matters as fruit-fly or very many other iam-
portant aspects of rural activity and pro-
duction, the department is available to
render cheerful and enthusiastic service, and
certainly a very efficient one, to all farmers,
whether they be in the metropolitan area
or in the further back areas.

Mr. Mann: The officers are an obliging
body of men.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
I have no hesitation in supporting them. I
have been privileged to be associated with
the department in one way or another, and
for varying periods in different years, since
1923. Ia more recent years there has
been a very keen appreciation on the
part of the farmning community of the
tremendous work the officers have under-
taken and the success they have achieved.

MR. PATRICK (Greenough) [8.35] : I am
Sure memibers all listened with great in-
terest to the informative speech of the
Minister for Agriculture. I feel that the
department is very dear to his heart. Agri-
culture is ouir most important industry.
Any industry that provides food and cloth-
ing for the people must be of first import-
ance. In fact, some of what mnay be called
pieces of mental gymnastics, to which we
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have listened on various occasions, have
been made possible only through the work
of farmers in providing the necessary fuel.
Agriculture is one of the most important
industries in our war economy, for it pro-
vides credit abroad. The other day I picked
uip on official. statement which declared-

It is expected officially that sales of Austra-
lian primary products during the current dunan
eial year will realise £127,000,00. 'Under con-
tracts alone, the 'United ]Kingdom wvill take
£115,000,000 worth. The several lines are esti-
mated to yield as follows :-Wool, £60,000,000;
meat, £E12,000,000; dairy produce, £16,700,000;
dried fruits, £1,800,000; canned fruits,
£7 50,000; wheat, £12,000,000 ; sugar, £6,250,000 -
mnetals, £4,000,000; other products, £1,500,000;
total, £115,000,000.

Members wvill see what a big lhearing that
has on Australia's ability to finance the
wvar. We must export our products to ob-
tain credit abroad for the purchase of those
things we requirr in connection with the
carrying on of the war. One of our major
problems is that of marginal areas. It is
not confined to Western Australia or Aus-
tralia, but has occurred all over the world.'
In the United States 20,00,000 acres of
farm laud have been taken out of produc-
tion iiifthe last fcw years because it -was
uneconomical. I notice that Canada pro-
poses to take not less than 10,000,000 acres
out of wheat production. The same thing has
been occurring in the other States of Aus-
tralia. All this is due, as has heen found,
to the opening uip of uneconomic lands,
and that in turn was largely due to one
period of high1 prices for agricultural pro-
ducts. If have expressed the opinion on
miore than one occasion that if those prices
had continuied -we would by this time have
been attempting wheat farming somewhere
in the neighbourhood of Kalgoorlie.

The Premnier: And otit on the trans. line.

Mr. PATRICK: We seem to be going
further east every year.

Mr. Rodoreda: What about north of
Yun 7

Mr. PATRICK: Had that district beet.
opened up earlier it would have been one
of the finest -wheat-growing areas in the
State. It is an essentially safe area, as has
been proved during, the current season. I
think a g~reat deal of the trouble was due
originally to the lack of co-ordinattion be-
tween the Lands Department and the Agri-
cultural Department. In arriving at the

present value of marginal lands, the experts
of the Agricuiltural Department should give
attention to a particular point of view. We
are to-day aipparently going to link up
holdings because they'are uneconomical for
wheatgrnig, and convert them into graz-
ing propositions. The value of those pro-
perties should depend largely oni the opinion
of ollicers of the Agricultural Department.
Unless they are valued purely from the
grazing point of view, 1 am afraid the
linking uip will be a complete failure. We
cannot afford to have them over-valued, 1L
believe it was intended originally, when the
properties were linked uip, that they were
to ho used partly for wheatgrowing and
partly for grazing. I understand that uinder
the present scheme for the stabilisatiou, Of
wvhcatgrowing, a.% proposed by the Commion-
wealth Government, the marginal areas will
hie withdrawn altogether from wheat pro-
duction, and will become purely grazing
propositions. In that event, a low value
will have to be put upon them if the f armers
aire to have any chance of making a living.
Some figures I have taken out in connec-
tion with wheat production make interest-
ing reading. These relate to wheat aver-
ages. During the season 1934-35 there were
2,777 farmers iii the State -who averaged
uinder six bushels to the acre of wheat, and
cropped 664,000 acres. In 1936-37, there
were 3,319 farmers in the same category
who cropped 980,000 acres, and in 1938-39,
there were 2,340 farmers who cropped
84.5,010 acres and averaged under six
bushels to the acre. Farmers croppin g six
to eight bushels to the acre numbered
2,312 in 10394-95, and the number of 1,851
in 1.936-37, and 1,156 in 1938-39. The
State averages in those years respectively
were 0.76, 83'7, and 10.8. In the face of
thep Minister's statemient that a tremendousq
implrovemnent hias been effected in ouir wheat
averages, I would point out that there is
still vast rooin for improvement.

lion.- W. D). Johinson:- You must remember
that in isan instances crops were ruined
because sheep were run on them.

M.Nr. PATRICK: Throuigh the courtesy of
the 'Minister I have been supplied -with the
figures for 1aqt year. That was the best
,wleat-g-rowi-g year we have ever experiencedo
in this State. The average for the State
was 1.3.8 bushels per acre, the highest we
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have ever had. Even last year 999 farmers
averaged under six bushels to the acre.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: They were not wheat
farmers.

Mr. PATRICK: And there were 1,2941
farmers who averaged only from 6 to 8
bushels to the acre.

Hon. AV. D. Johnson: They ruined their
crops with sheep and harvested what was
left.

Mr. PATRICK: They muay not have been
wheat farmers, but they represented 26 pet
cent. of all the wheat farmers of the State.
There is need for a comprehensive survey of
the reason for those low averages. There
is no doubt, as the member for Guildford-
Midland said, that sonic of those farmers
were growing wheat only as a side line, and
their main business was that of grazing. It
would be interesting to ascertain how many
farmers came into that category, how many
were in marginal areas unsuitable for wheat
growing, and how many for various other
reasons such as lack of finance, insufficient
manure and improper farming methods,
could not get results. It is very necessary
that we should have a comprehensive survey
of that nature. No doubt, whaxtever scheme
is arrived at with the Commonwealth, there
is great need to eliminate uneconomic areas
from the growing of wheat. There is need
for a greater diversity of farm practice. An
old saying runs that it is best to drive pro-
duets off the farm. Instead of putting in
crops to take off, the farmer puts the crop
into his stock in the form of grazing. That
is the lbetter system of farming if the fer-
tilitv of the land is to be maintained, be-
cause the constant cropping year after year
merely results in a diminution of the fer-
tility of the land, which has to be built uip
by means of different farming practices.
By diversifying our farming -methods, we
would not; onlyv develop better methods of
farming practice, but also increase the fer-
tility of the land. I cordially commend
a resolution passed last year at a Melbourne
conference wvhich I attended. The resolu-
tion was submitted by a well-known West-
ern Australian to the following effect:-

That advances should be made to farmers by
the Commonwealth Bank on the security of
wheaten hay properly conserved and insured
and so reduce grain output by fodder eon-
servation.

There is no doubt the rcsolution would have
that effect. We must all realise the futil-
ity of growing an article that is not required

at p~esent in the quantities we can produce.
The wheat position to-day does not present
any bright p-rospects. For instance, Canada
has enough wheat, quite apart from the
present crop, to cope with the requirements
of Great Britain for the next three years.
The British market to-day is pradtically
the only one left to us. In any scheme of
this description it would be sound financ-
ing on the part of the Commonwealth Bank
to advance money for the purpose indicated,
and that course is to he commended, I
previously referred in this. House U. the ex-
perience gained at Roseworthy College in
South Australia as a result of -which it -was
found that, by conserving fodder, thero
could be kept from year to year, an unvary-
ing number of stock. Thus if a bad season
should lie exporiecced, fodder supplies were
available fromn the previous year. By this
means, it is possible to carry the same num-
ber of stock at that institution regardless
of seasonal conditions.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: In our wheat areas
water is the problem.

Mr. PATRICK: In our areas there have
been years when heavy hay Crops Could have
been grown and conserved.

lHon. AV. D. Johnson: Yes; and that would
have served to build up our stock and then
our water supplies would give out.

Mr. PATRICK: Of course, that is
another phase altogether. Members will ap-
pireciate the fact that even dry seasons have
served to prove the value attaching to our
light lands, which should be given closer
consideration. Naturally good land is use-
less without an adequate rainfall, but given
the rainfall, even poor land can be buit up
to a high state of fertility. That has been
proved in Europe. In these days we do not
like to refer to anything good coming from
Germany, but the fact remains that the
country there was very poor from an agri-
cultural standpoint. It was built up by the
use of legumes such as blue lapin, to a high
stae of fertility. Thus I think we should
concentrate upon land with aL secure rainfall.
There is room for enormous expansion by
means of top-dressing for the development
of that type of country. There is a very
large area of light land in Western Austra-
lia with a good rainfall. Some is to he
found in the district represented by the Min-
ister for Justice. That country was exam-
ined by a certain Royal Commission that
considered it well worthy of development.
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The Premier: For grazing?

-Mr. PATRICK: Yes, I should say for
grazing and for the growth of fodderb. I do
not think there is any water problem there.

The Mihnister for Justice: No, and ther
people do not realise the value of that land.

Mr. PATRICK: The State does Dot ap-
preciate its value. I think it would be bet-
ter to concentrate on that type of land
rather than attempt to use heavier country
wvith a risky rainfall.

The Premier: I thought you were sug-
gesting an extension of whcatgrowing.

Mr. PATRICK: No, I did not have that
in mind. I regard it as most regrettable
that we should have experienced what has
been described as a drought this year after
one of the most promising seasons for a long
time. I was one of those who considered
that, on the law of averages and after look-
ing over the records for the past 60 years in
my district, we were due for a run of wet
seasons. It was most extraordinary that we
should again have experienced a dry season.

The present year has been compared with
1914. As the Minister has pointed out, the
season this year was nothing like as dry as
the season in that year. In 1914 we cropped
1,376,000 acres for a return of 2,600,000
bushel;, or an average of 1.9 bushels per
acre. Taking the Australian basis, 1914 was
a far worse year than the present, because
throughout the whole of Australia only
25,000,000 bushels of wheat were produced,
whereas the worst estimate for this year
stands at 85,000,000 bushels. So far as I
remember in 1914, every State in the Com-
monwealth had to import wheat for flour
production. I know that Western Australia
and South Australia imported Argentine
wheat which was very inferior. That season
was one of the most extraordinary we have
experienced. With a total production of
25,000,000 bushels, Australia did not grow
enough wheat to feed the population. We
can say about this year that with a greater
area under crop we have probably regis-
tered a greater area on which there has been
a failure, or partial failure, of operations.
The season has also been complicated be-
cause of the stock position. In 1914 there
were 4,456,000 sheep in Western Australia.
To-day there are over 9,000,000 and there
was a time when onr flocks aggreg-ated well
over 11.000,000.

The Premier: And in 1914 three-quarters
of that number were north of M1urchison.

Mr. PATRICK: Yes. The 9,000,000 sheep
we have to-day are mostly in the
agricultural areas. As the member for
Giuildford -Midland (Ron. W. D. Johnson)
remarked, one difficult factor to-day is the
water problem, which has been largely re-
sponsible for our stock troubles in the
drought years. Apart from that, as I pre-
viously remarked, experience has demon-
strated the urgent necessity for financing
reserves of fodder in good years. The ten-
dency on the part of the financial institu-
tions has been to perpetuate a great mis-
take by not requiring that the farmer
should establish reserves of fodder but
insisting upon grabbing everything that
came along in good seasons in order to re-
duce interest and other indebtedness The
member for Mt. Marshall (Mr. Warner)
will probably correct me if I am wong, but
I believe grasshoppers have again been very
busy in his electorate. Naturally that would
occur in a dry year. I have heard of one
particularly bad ease in the Greenough dis-
trict. It -was a rather unfortunate one be-
cause the farmer became ill and his daughter
left a good position in Perth in order to run
the property. She 'was doing the job very
welt, but when I met her in Mullewa, recently
she informed me that the grasshoppers had
eaten out the property. That refers to aL
holding on the Wongoondy estate.

11r. Sampson: And that was a most prom-
ising property.

Mr. PATRICK: As regards the actual
working of the Agricultural Department, its
activities are worthy of the highest praise.
The personnel of the department is probably
the smallest in Australia, but they have ac-
complished results that have set an example
to other departments throughout Australia.
Our officers have carried out original work
that has become entitled to recognition in
the history of Australian agriculture. At
the same time we must not forget the work
carried out by practical men. We must
recollect the improvements effected in Ana-
tralia with the merino sheep, which is to-day
the admiration of the world. That was done
by practical sheep-breeders. At the samne
time, as a result of piling the wool on the
hacks of the sheep, we have rendered the
flocks less immune to certain diseases. That
is where the work of the departmental oi-
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cens comes in. They have to deal with the
blowfly and other pests. Probably most bon.
members do not know that in the handling
of wool Australia is more up to date than
in any other country in the world. I renmem-
her some years ago procuring an American
book on agriculture in the hope of learning
something new. I read with amazement the
directions given in the book for the hand-
ling of wool. These were to the effect that
the fleece was to he placed on the floor, the
dags and everything else thrown 1n'the een-~
tre, and then the fleece was to ho rolled up
and tied with string, after which it -was
ready for market. Yet America is supposed
to be one of the most up-to-date countries in
the world!

The Premier: W~as there no mention ahout
skirtings, pieces and so on?

Mr. PATRICK: No, everything was, to be
thrown on the fleece and rolled up. That
was not in accordance with the ideas of prac-
tical men in Australia. In fact, it is not so
many years ago that Americans came to
Australia to study our methods of handling
wool. Then again, in the -realm of wheat-
breeding, practical men were operating
long before Government departments partici-
pated in the work In my young
days in South Australia a farmer
named 'Marshall produced several varie-
ties of wheat including Yandilla King.
Marshall No. 3, and many others. They
proved highly successful. Of course, wheat-
breeding is not a very economic proposition
because once a farmer disposes of supplies.
the next year everyone has them as well. One
cannot expect to make an income continu-
ously from a newly developed type of
wheat. Gicyas Early, for instance, is still
holding the field and that was developed by
a practical farmer. Scientific knowledge
plays an important part in agriculture, hut
the real test, to my mind, is whether the farm
pays. It is all very well to have scientific
knowledge, but eveh in that respect not
enough attention has been paid to the
economics of farming. T understand that
the University of Western Australia has,
detached an officer for the purpose of study-
ing that phase. I do not know if he will
turn his attention to a study of the question
of why farming does not pay.

Mr. Needham: I know a research officer
is investigating the economies of farming.

Mr. PATRICK: That is so. Improved
methods in agriculture have been constantly
defeated by increased costs. Wool and wheat
at one time carried the whole economic struc-
ture of Australia. Now they are both sinking
under the burden of costs. One need only
consider the index figure for food and groc-
eries in 1911; accepting that figure as 1,000,
this year-1940-it is 1,737. Farmers' costs
have risen even higher. When I was at my
farm recently, I took the trouble to go
through some of my old books in order to
compare prices then with prices to-day. I
found that in 1912 I purchased a 6 ft.
binder on terms for £45. The binder was
sent to the f arm in cases and built on the
farm, thus saving several pounds in freight,
because a built binder occupies a whole
truck. In 1912 I purchased a 5 ft. har-
vester-we used small harvesters in those
days--for £65 on terms. I also purchased
a 6 ft, windmill-a popular mill at that time
-on a 20 ft. galvanised tower, for £7 10s.
That price seems almost incredible in these
days; yet that windmill was imported from
America and had to bear freight and
handling charges. Afterwards certain
customs duties were imposed on those mills
and the price went as high as £22. Finally
the mill disappeared from the market. A
mill of that type cannot be bought to-day
under about £15. Twine, wire and other
necessaries have increased in price, and this
despite our living in a so-called machine age.
I have heard members on the other side of
the House tell tales on various occasions of
bow machines are now doing the work of
thousands of men, how one man with a
machine can produce more than 100 or even
1,000 men can produce without a machine.
Yet since 1912-28 years ago-farm ma-
chinery has doubled in price.

I remember in my young days, before
there were large implement-making works,
that the village blacksmith turned out many
of the cultivating implements we are using
to-day at less than half the price we are
now paying for them, and it must be borne
in mind that they are being turned out in
much larger numbers. In spite of all this,
the prices of wheat and other agricultural
products are less than they were in 1912. In
America, President Roosevelt made -a de-
termined attempt to solve this problem by
providing that under his New Deal a bushel
of wheat and a bale of wool should purchase
the same in essential commodities as they
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purchased in 1912. 1 may say he was not
successful, but nevertheless he made the
attempt. I thought that was an original
idea until the other day, when I was look-
ing through my first speech in this House,
I find that I then said that in my opinion
Australia would never get back to a sound
basis until a hag of wheat or a bale of wool
would purchase the same in essential com-
moidities as it purchased in 1913. So great
minds sometimes think alike! I read re-
cently that one great authority said the pur-
chasing power of wheat to-day is only
38/O0ths. of the average of the five years
from 1910 to 1914. The statement was
made by the Hon. T. H. Bath, who at one
time was a member of this House, and who
is consideredl to be an authority on these
matters.

There is another danger, a danger which
was emphasised last night, the danger of
substitutes. it is all very well to., restrict
the sale of margarine in the Western Aus-
tralian market, but we have to compete
against it on the British market with our
butter. I read the following statement re-
cently in a New Zealand paper:-

New Zealand must very soon face up to the
fact that the competition of substitntes is
going to make it almost impossible for us to
earnv on successfully at the present level of
operating costs, says "Point Blank,'' the of-
tidal organ of the New Zenland Farmers'
7Uationl.

If we muaintain our present attitude and our-
present ideas, which consist of selling butter
at Is. 7d. a lb. in the United Kingdom, it is
inevitable that sooner or later in the lives of
the great masnes of people in Great Britain
lbutter will occupy the position which caviare
now occupies with us; and margarine will cap-
ture the market. We cannot afford to ignore
this menace; snil it is evident that for the
sake of our own safety, it is absolutely essen-
tial for this country to concentrate on a pol-
icy of low production costs, othcrwe in out
efforts to provide a higher standard of living
we may take away that standard altogether.

The Same thing applies so far as wool is
,onceraed. Staple fibre is making tremendous
advances; and as is the case with butter, New
Zealand must face up to the fact that she
will be required to sell her wool (and her other
primary prodnee) to people imipov-erished by
the war.

The safe and sane method of dealing with
this problem is to tackle it in advance; and at
the moment we should be concentrating nit
methods of lowering our costs of production.
After the war, this is the most vital task that
confronts uts, and it is a job which should be
tackled resolutely, without delay.

The dairyv farmers of Australia have to
tackle something greater than the local mar-
k-et; they have to tackle the job of competing
inl the British market at a price which will
assist to drive substitutes out of the market.

31r. Mcbarty: How can they do that!?
31r. PATRICK: I (1o not know. I am

not making a suggestion, but in New Zealand
it was said that costs would have to be re-
duced. What I say is that farming costs
have more that] doubled since 1912, while tho
price of primary products has remained prac-
tically stationary. If the interjector can
.suggest a way out of that net, I shall ho
pleased to hear from him. The position is
that rising costs are putting agriculture into
ain impossible position. If the previous war
is a tesit, then costs will be highber after this
wvar. Costs will rise as they rose after the
pirevious war. There is no doubt that unless
a solul ion is found, wheat-growing-at least
for export-will soon become as a tale that
is told. We can see the disastrous effect on
our countryside to-day. Vermin-rabbits-
are assuming control of land because to fence
it is uneconomic; a return could not be ob-
tamned commensurate with the cost. Land
in my electorate is going out of production
altogefther. Noxious weeds are increasing.
Cleared areas are reverting to a state of
Nature; nor does that take very long in some
districts of the State. I once bought a pro-
perty and was told by the associated bank
t-ontrolling it that a certain portion had at
one time been cleared; that portion cost me
more to clear than it cost to clear it origin-
aliy. Fceing, buildings, etc., need repair.
To-day it is a grim struggle to hold on at
,qll, even for the farmer who has heen in good
ci rcumstances. The Minister mentioned a
scheme put uip by the Premier of New South
Wales, bunt so far as this State is concerned,
the scheme is; ridiculous. As the Country
Part' pointedI out some time ago in a broad-
east, 80 per cent. of the wheat yield in our
State is g-rown by farmers who produce in
[ihe neighibourhood of 7,000 bushels, so that
a scemre which provides only for the first
3,000 bushels is absolutely useless for this
State. That scheme was put tip by one of
our great political parties as a solution of
all our dlilliculties. Farmers% were to be paid
on the basis of the first 3,000 bushels, and
that its to be the salvation of the farmer.
Yet the Minister, who knows the position,
says that the scheme would be of no value
to this State. In my opinion, a leader of
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a political party, such as the one I have men-
tioned, should at least consult men of his own
party, men who, like the Minister for Agri-
culture, knowv something about the matter, be-
fore putting up such a scheme as a solution
of the farmers' difficulties. If our local
production price were reduced to 4s. a
bushel, that would be practically the same
price as prevailed in 1912. A different view
of the position is taken in Great Britain,
wvhere the Minister for Agriculture recently
said-

I am quite convinced that the quickest and
best way is to offer an adequate price, and
to tell the farmer the price he is going to get.

If Australian Governments desire agriculture
to continue as an export industry-there is
no doubt we could rig prices in Australia-
they wvill have to tackle this question of
costs and prices; either that, or the industry
will fall into the hands of foreigners with
lower standards than ours. This has already
happened in some branches of our primary
industries.

As a result of the calamity in Europe,
there are some promising avenues for ex-
port. For instance, before the war Great
Britain imported 270,000,00 dozen eggs, and
less than 20 per cent, of this quantity is now
available. Denmark alone supplied Britain
with 170,000 tons of bacon, and Denmark
is out of the market. Undoubtedly countries
like Denmark will take years to recover their
agricultural system when the war is over.
Denmark imported annually 10,000,000 tons
of fodder for its stock. In fact, agriculture
in Denmark might be termed factory agri-
culture, because Denmark imported fodder
from other countries with which to feed its
stock. That fodder of course cannot now be
imported, and much of the stock has been
slaughtered. There is also necessity for
marketing schemes-this I think is dear to
the heart of the member for Guildford-Mid-
land (Hon. W. D. Johnson)-and also for
more co-operation among farmers.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: And, remember, you
cannot export eggs unless you candle them.

Mr. PATRICK: That is so, but eggs can-
not he exported unless the costs of these
various schemes are reduced. There is room
in such matters for more education.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Hear, hear!

Mr. PATRICK: Victoria has a market-
ing scheme. Let us take the Victorian Egg
Board as an example. I quote from the

Leader of the Victorian Labour Party, who
is a strong supporter of the marketing
scheme. He said-

Probably the most serious shortcomings in
the activities of the beard arose from the fact
that its members had not the requisite business
training and other training to handle the mar-
krting of one of the most difficult of all cnm-
modities to market.

The administration costs of this board
amounted to £14,700 for the year. I be-
lieve in marketing legislation, hut I believe
also that this business needs a lot of study
and a lot of education to avoid mistakes
such as have been made in Victoria.

Mr. Fox: What was the turnover?
Mr. PATRICK: I do not know, but I

have quoted the Leader of the Victorian
Labour Party, who is a strong supporter
of egg marketing, which there has been
very largely a failure.

Holn. W. D. Johnson: A start was made
at the wrong end there.

Mr. PATRICK: Munch of what I have saiti
might sound rather pessimistic, but .I am
beginning to realise the position into which
the farming industry has drifted. I speak
from a lifelong experience of the industry.
I started right from the beginning on virgin
land; I bad had some experience of farming
but none of developing a farm from the
virgin state.

The Premier interjected.
Mr. PA'TRICK: I might t4,ll the Premier

that his Government has built a road from
Geraldton to Northampton, and I hare seen
motorists cover the distance in hair an hour,
whereas it took me, with two horses and a
spring dray. two days. MIsuch of the track
at that time Was sand. The first crop I
sold off that farm I shipped through one
of the large firms on consignment to London
with n advance of 2s. 6d. a bushel, qnd
when the returns wvere received I bad to
refund 3d. a bushel, and so I realised only
2s. 3d., but the price gave me a far mlore
profitable return than 4s. would give to-day.
Those were the days when 10s. a bag- for
wheat was considered a highly profitable
price.

Member: A larger hag was in use then.

Mr'. PATRICK: No, I am referring to the
three-bushel bag. I have handled the four-
bushel hag averaging about 300 lbs. weight;
I could handle bags of that weight in those
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days. The wheat industry is our most essen-
tial industry and in my opinion the people
engaged in it should be healthy, happy citi-
zens. For a long time I have viewed with
growing concern the position into which the
industry has drifted, together with the
gradual depopulation of the wheat-growing
districts. The Minister for Labour the
other night interjected that within a it)-
mile radius of the Perth Town Hall 52 per
cent, of the population of the State was
congregated. That figure was hardly cor-
rect; I think it is 48% per cent. Even that
percentage is much too high. It would be
far better if, instead of having that large
proportion of the population herded into a
small area, the people were distributed inl
healthier occupations over the countryside.
In conclusion, let me say that I should hate
to see the growing of the nation 's food pass
into the hands of foreigners with a lower
standard of living than that of Australians.

M. BERRY (Irwini-Moore) [9.20]: 1
wish to add my congratulations to those oi
the member for Oreenough both to the Min-
ister and to the officials of the Department
of Agriculture. We all appreciate what a
severe task the 'Minister has had not only
this year but also in previous years owing
to low prices and high costs, and now this
year a severe drought has brought him addi-
tionall anxiety. I am particularly interested
in one or two matters mentioned by the Min-
ister. The first I wish to deal with is the
Commonwealth scheme. I feel that a price
of Ss. is inadequate and unsound from a
farming point of view. If we are going
to do anything at all, the price at the very
least should be 3s. 4d. a bushel, equal to 10s.
a bag at the siding. Anything below that
means that we are merely going on fiddling
with something that will have to be done
properly sooner or later. The recommenda-
tions of the Royal Conmnission showed that
3s. 10%d. a bushel was somewhere near
the mark for those whose farms are
situated favourably climatically and for men
who do their cropping efficiently. As re
gards efficient farming, my contention is
that the efficiency of the farmer depends
entirely upon the amount of rainfall received
during the growing period of the crop.
We have been talking about inefficient
farmers for years, and if we have not got
rid of the inefficient farmers, it does not say

much for the efficiency of those city fian-
cial magnates who for so long have busied
themselves with this inefficiency culling.

Mr, Patrick: I think they have been pictt
well culled out by now.

Mr. BERRY: Yes. I assume from the
Minister's remarks that sonme form of restric-
tion is to be imposed in order that a total
crop of about 140,000,000 bushels will be
produced annually in Australia. The
question of restricting production is at very
interesting one. In many ways I am for
it; in some ways I am against it, because
so many people are dependent on the indus-
try who, if restriction is imposed, must lose
their employment. If we are going to rob
Peter to pay Paul, there will niot be much
benefit from restriction of production.

To furnish a parallel, let me say some-
thing about the restriction of rubber pro-
duction, in which 1 was engaged for
many years and in which I am still inter-
ested. When I first entered the indus-
tries, wve experienced all the difficulties that
we hear Of nowadays when we are told that
Newv South WVales wants this, Victoria wants
that and somebody else wants something
else. We had the Dutch East Indies, and the
French possessions as well as Chinese,
Indians and Malays to convince, but we
overcame the difficulties by the simple pro-
cess of arriving at a standard production.
this was calculated from returns submitted
by the agriculturists-the rubber growers in
this instance-who showed the amount of
produce they could harvest from their pro-
perties per acre per annum. Those forms
were checked by an efficient department, and
from them it was eventually decided that
the standard production of any rubber
estate was a figure agreed upon by the Gov-
ernment inspector based on the returns sub-
mnitted by the grower. There is no reason
why we in Australia should not arrive at
the standard production of each acre grove
ing a crop of any sort during the last 10
years. There is no reason why compen-
sation could not be made to men who have
drifted into smaller areas because the in-
dustry did not pay or justify larger
wheat Planting. I repeat that it is
easy to ascertain the standard production
of each acre on each farm. It has beer
done elsewhere and could he done in Aus-
tralia.
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Hon. W. D. Johnson: To do it thoroughly
in Western Australia would be a colossal
job.

Mr. BERRY: No, it has been done else-
where, and I could give the hon. member a
return of every bushel of wheat taken off
'fy land since I began farming.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Not per acre.
Mr. BERRY: Well, make it per thousand

Pcres, and then the result could be divided
by 1,000. That calculation could probably
be made even by the member for Ouildford-
Nlidland. Unquestionably the figure could
be arrived at. Having calculated that fig-
ure, it would not be difficult to decide what
proportion of the 140,000,000 bushels each
should produce. Allowing for a total crop
of 140,000,000 bushels, the individual pro-
duction would be 25, 35 or 45 per cent. of
the standard production according to the
returns submitted and the export and
consumption needs. I believe this would
overcome the difficulties pointed out by the
.Minister in the ease of small areas in New
South Wales. No matter how small or how
large th-e area was, it would have a stand-
ard product-ion, and once this was arrived
at, there is no reason on earth why the
areas should niot be equitably restricted
over the whole of Australia because
the individual productivity of every farm in
Australia would be known.

The reason I said there were certain as-
pects of restriction that I did not like was
this: In Mfalaya and Dutch East Indies,
when the production of ruabber was re-
stricted, a large number of people were
thrown out of employment at the commence-
nient of the scheme. I think 40 per cent.
of the production or potential produc-
tion was not being raised, and the people
between the 60 per cent. and 100 per cent.
were affected and lost their jobs. That coun-
try happened to be particularly favoured
because it could send its unwanted labour
back to Indo-China, India, or Australia, so
that really' the headaches arising from re-
striction were borne by other countries. That
is one reason why I do not like the proposed
restriction for Australia. I understand that
somethingr like 800,000 people are directly
or indirectly dependent upon the wheat in-
dustry, and to displace a proportionate
numbe-r would be very dangerous because
tile cost of keeping them would cause a rise
in taxation and consequently in the cost of
yroducing the restricted quantity.

We have at the present time a wonderful
opportunity to try out the scheme because
so many of our men have gone to the war
and still more will be going, so that the dis-
organisation I mentioned would probably
not occur if we attempted something of the
kind now. Furthermore, I assure the Corn-
inittee that by restriction in the rubber in-
dustry and in the tin industry, we lifted those
two industries out of the doldrums back to
prosperity, and for the last few years, pro-
bably five years, those industries have been
enjoying prosperity, which in turn has
brought prosperity to all the people in the
countries where the system was adopted.
The price of rubber at one stage
sank to 11/4d. a lb. To-day, on a
90 per cent. output of standard pro-
duction, the price of rubber is is. At that
figure prosperity has not only returned to
the primary producers but, because it has
come to them, it has also come to all the
people in the Far East-to secondary in-
dustrie 's and to labourers generally. I think
that if we work along those lines in Aus-
tralia, we have a wvondcrful opportunity to
show the rest of the world that it is possible
to impose this restriction and do it in
such a way that individuals niot only
in the country but also in the cities
will reap the benefit.

I admit that wheatgrowing is, somewhat
different from rubber. It is difficult, too,
because it is international. However, let
us niot forget that rubber was international,
and that is was neecessary to induce the
French and Dutch people, and the China-
Dnn, the Indian and the Malay, to say
nothing of the Britisher, to agree to the pro-
posal. We have the opportunity to try it
for ourselves now. With the war on, and
with lesser demand for our products, and
our men going away to the wvar, this is a
fairly safe proposal to experiment with. It
is even an essential one, likely to be forced
upon us by the Federal Government. If
we people in Australia went to the
trouble of getting standard produci-
tion figures, we would know a great
deal more about our industries than we
know now, in Western Australia the wrheat
industry has kept practically no books; and
estimates are framed in the course of half-
an-hour, and at the end of the year they
are changed again. A policeman travels
miles on horseback to gather statistics. Ont
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wet me once at the siding. Having, got my
figures, he says, "It is a long way out; can
you tell mne what the chap next dloor is
likely to get?1"

Mr. Patrick: But you would have a better
idea than the policeman.

Mr. BE iRY:- The policeman was required
to ask ic how many hundred dozen of eggs
my neighbour used on the farmn in the year.
Those statistics arc really worth twopence a
thousand. If we get the standard produc-
tion certificate in our pocket, we have some-
thing definite to work on. Then wre shall
know exactly who p)Ioduces one bushiel, and
who pidituees four, and whether the one-
l)usIQI prodluction is accidental-due to, say
drought-or is a permanient featitre and
should be discontinued.

N'%ow I go off the question of the Coin-
nionwealth scheme to the question of
pastures. Every member of this Chamber,
be he a farmer or otherwise, realises fully
the tremendous advantagres that have ac-
trued to Western Australia thirough the
past few years from top-dressing with
superphosphiate. When I first came to
Western Australia I was told that the coun-
try in the South-West was not much good,
bat when I came again latei, and for
the second time, that country had been
turned into excellent clover pasture
by top-dressing with superphosphate.
Superphosphate is absolutely impera-
tive if we are to maintain our pastures.
Some of us have taken our pastures from
nothing and brought them up to something
worth while. My superphosphate bill has
been £500 a year. This year, however, the
price of superphosphate has been allowed
to go up and lip; and this year consequently
my superphosphate bill is likely to be £000
for the same production as last year's.
P~rofessor Copland did not seem to have
enough ingenuity to infer that the rising
cost of superphosphate was a rising cost
against the farmer. No effort has been
made to ensure a compensating rise for
farm products as against the increase in the
price of an essential. As a result many of
us will he compelled to reduce the quantity
of superphosphate applied to our pastures
this year. I am not going to sling £600
around just to allow a lot of hooligans from
the city to go to Albany and enjoy them-
selves fishing. I should like to catch a few

fisb myself. The rising cost of superphos-
phate means that we shall lose almost the
entire efficiency we have produced in pas-
tures during the past few years. The mat-
ter should be taken up seriously by the
P'remier and the Minister for Agriculture iii
Can berra. This country *s agriculture is en-
tirely dependent on superphosphate supplies.
Any sdrious rise in the cost of that csseih-
tial jeopardises our chance of maintaining
the efficency produced when we were able-
to buy superphosphate at a cheap price.
If the price increases, we shall be shot, and
then the country will be shot.

When the Minister spoke on this vote
last session, ]ie g-ave valuable information
about exports to the Far East. The Fa-r
Eastern business is another hobby of mine.
I na firmly convinced that if we will only
inform ourselves of the requirements there,.
we shall be able to supl'y those needs in full
-for instance, eggs. The Minister told -us
last year that there had been an enormous
increase in shipments of condensed milk to
the Far East. Last night the lion. gentleman
drew a veil over the subject. I have been
informed that the condensed milk in ques-
tion is manufactured in Denmark.

The Premier: It was.

Mr. BERRY: I understand that we can
,take up the slack in the Far East causeff
through Denmark being overrun by the Ger-
mans- I am told we can take up that slack
five times over; but the only way to do it
is to send people up there to ensure that
the Far Eastern residents know our stuft
and realise that it is good. Last year, I
'have learned, £45,000 -worth of apples went
to the Far East from Western Australia.
That is a large figure, but I want to know
how much increase, if any, it represents on
that of the previous year. I find also that
grapes to the value of £39),000 have gone to
the Far East. When I was first mixed up
with Far Eastern affairs, many years ago, it
was impossible to get grapes in Singapore.
However, last year that part of the world
obtained £.39,000 worth of grapes from this
country. There again the Minister, I feel
sure, should tell us -whether there has been
an increase. I am convinced that there can
he a further increase annually if we but try.
I see no limit now that the Far Eastern
markets are open to u;; that is,
unless; Eastern Australia gets the -whole
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of the trade. Again, there is £1,661
worth of oranges. In that respect
there is ample room for expansion. Every
member knows that Californian oranges and
grapefruit taken to Singapore and sold
there are not only carefully wrapped in tis-
sue paper but are marked "Sunkist." The
exporters went to the trouble of doing that,
and importers said, "Those articles must be
good, because they have been picked over
and graded so carefully."

The Minister for Lands: Rigid restrictions
are imposed onl fruits imported into those
countries.

M1r. BERRY: Since when!
The Minister for Lands: For years past.

California can give guarantee,; against fruit-
.fly.

3Mr, BERRY: I am sorry to hear that
explanation.

The Premier: We sent the Minister up
there a year or two ago.

Mr. BERRY: The Premier had better
send me with the M1inister next time. Many
of these things can be exported. Would
the frnitfiy story, apply to apples?

Ronl. IN. D. -Johnson: Transport is the.
trouble.

Mr. BERRY: That is truie. There is
nothiiig to come back from the Far East,
because of our over-selfish tariff regulations.

Several interjections.
Mr. BERRY: Is that -tn admission that

intellimveaee in Western Australia is only
half of that in California? How does Cali-
fornia get its potatoes, for instance, to thle
Far East? Surely Western Australia, which
is only about three spits away, ran do it.

Mr. Sampson: Californian growers are
organised.

Mr. BERRY: Exactly. The member for
Greenough (Mr. Patrick) said the cost of
production was a highl 'y important matter.
and he proved that to be the ease. There
is no need to labour the -point. We know
that is a difficulty which has to be over-
come. The hon. member also spoke of sub-
stitutes, andi the dangers lurking in them
for us. Last night I did not say anything
about substitutes, but the opportunity seems
to ldve come again. -That edtion is
really serious, because if people can buy a
substitute which is as good an article as
the other, they will buy- the cheaper sub-
stitutq!. The whole thingf is a question of
sound finance again. If people have the

money to buy a decent product, they will
buy it; othierwise they will go in for such
shoddy stuff as, wre were told last night, mar-
garine is. Germany in .1982 was unable
to obtain raw materials, not having suffici-
ent buying power iii the form of cash.
Consequently she u-as compelled to invent
substitutes for sonie raw materials. In
1930 she commenced to make wool-fibre
textiles from wood. That year she mann-
f actured £7,000,000 worth of the in-
ferior product. The German scientists kept
at it; and when this war broke out Germany
ihad made 700,000,000 lbs. of synthetic, fibres.
which have all the strength of our o-wn fibres
if mixed with 50 per cent, of these. Appar-
ently the substitute fibres need no scouring,
and dye better than pure wool, and have no
burrs to be contended with. They are a sub-
stitute which is being accepted all over Ger-
many. In Italy a similar article is being
made of skim milk with an addition of 50
per cent. of raw material. This is wiping
our fibres out in that country. Finance has
a lot of sinsp to answer for.

MR. SAMPSON (Swvan 1 (9.441: I have
listened with interest to the various
speakers. I take first the member for Irwvin-
Moore (Mr. Berry). No doubt what the hon.
member said concerning Sinlgapore-and hie
might have added Thailand and also Java
-is perfectly correct. We should enjoy a
greater trade with those countries, and
some day I suppose it will be brought about.
Already in -Java there is an increasing con-
sumption of Australian butter. There the
sale of buitter in opposition to margarine is
not taken for granted. The advantages, in-
cluding the food value, of butter are ad-
vertised throughout the leading newspapers
in Java. The result is that the consump-
tion of butter is steadily growinlg. The posi-
tioni is that the consumption of margarine
bras much larger than it is to-day, but the
consumption has been decreased because, in
addition to newspaper advertising, booklets
have been issued in both Malay and Dutch
languages, -pointing out that "butter is bet-
ter." I have copies of the booklets, which
have proved most effective

I will refer to the Deputy Leader of the
Country Party (Mr. Patrick) and acknow-
ledge the splendid address which he
delivered. It was an address that
eould Pomp only from a man who
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thoroughly understood the farming in-
dustry. We are also indebted to the Minis-
ter for his address. He spoke of the fer-
tility of the land of Queensland, and he was
quite right; but the growers of Queensland
realised as long ago as 1924 that a measure
of control was necessary to enable them to
make a living. I am aware that the Mfinis-
ter has a knowledge of Committee-of-Direc-
tion methods. He has expressed himself as
being in favour of organisation, and I trust
that some day-I hope he will not delay too
long-he will bring down a Bill providing
for minimum prices for growers. The
Minister has shown that he admires the
methods adopted by Queensland growers,
and there is equal justification for the
adoption of similar methods in this State.
I well remember that in 1924 a Bill was
introduced by the then member for Mt.
Magnet (Hon. Al. F. Troy). The Bill was
passed by this House.

The CHAIRMAN: I draw the attention
of the member for Swan to the fact that
legislation, either pending or necessary, can-
not be discussed in Committee of Supply.

Mr. SAMPSON: I was discussing legisla-
tion of 1924.

The CHAIRMAN: I informed the bon.
member that neither existing, necessary nor
pending legislation can he discussed at this
stage.

Mr. SAMPSON: I was ref erring to
past legislation. The last thing I would
do would he to take advantage of any-
thing you, Mr. Chairman, might rule.
That legislation was considered a long time
ago; it is not pending unfortunately; I wish
it were. 1 hope the Minister will bring down
such legislation, because undoubtedly there
is need for it.

The CHAIRMAN: I remind the lion.
member that he may not discuss necessary
legislation.

Mr. SAMPSON: Very well, Mr. Chair-
man. I sometimes think that the Minister
is rather over-worked; but, if so, the quality
of his work has not been affected. I under-
stand the Minister is to attend a conference
in Melbourne on Tuesday next, when the
matter of apples and pears will be discussed;
I sincerely trust that the result of the con-
ference will be successful. The position with
regard to apples and pears is full of diffi.
iulties, but I say without hesitation that the
work of the acquisition committee in this
State was most helpful. It has been criti-

cised by many people, but it has done much
to alleviate the difficulties of the growers.

Mr. J1. H. Smith called attention to the
state of the Committee.

(The Speaker took the Chair.]

Mr. SPEAKER: I have counted the Com-.
mitee and there is a quorum present.

(The Chairman resumed the Chair.]

Tho CHAIRMAN: The member for Swan
may proceed.

Mr. SAMPSON:- I am sorry attention was
drawn to the state of the Committee, because
I brought in two members, and in a little
while -we would have had a full quorum.

Member: What is a full quorum?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The bon. mem.

ber may not dliscuss a quorum under this
vote.

Mr. SAMIPSON: 't regret the courtesy I
c-hiibited in answering the interjection.

The CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
knows that interjections are highly dis-
orderly and that he should pay no attention
to them, but address the Chair.

Mr. Cross: He is too-

The CHAIRMAN: Order!I
Mr. SAMPSON: I left off at that part

of my remarks when I was dealing with tbe
importance of the Apple and Pear Acquisi-
tion Conmnittee. I desire the Minister, when
he replies, to say whether consideration
has been given to the appointment of a citri-
culturist in this State. We produce an enor-
mous quantity of citrus and the service~s of
such an officer would be extremely helpfuL.
I shall not labour these points. I regret it
was found necessary to retire Mr. Wickens,
the Superintendent of horticulture. He was
fully equipped with knowledge of fruit
growing, was highly respected, very indus-
trious and welcomned wherever be went. As
a result of his work, our fruitgrowers are
better off.

Mr. Cross: You told us that earlier in the
session.

Mr. SAMPSON: I did, but it is necessary
to tell some members more than once.

The -Minister for Mines: Hear, hear!
Mr. SAMPSON: The services of Mr.

Wickens were availed of! by our fruitgrowers,
who greatly appreciated his work. Capable
men are more than ever required to-day.

Hon. W. D. Johnson!- Hear, hear!
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Mr. SAMPSON: I hope that the unfor-
luttate policy of retiring officers at 65 years
of ape will be further considered.

The Minister for Mines: You are about
reaching that age.

Mr. SAMPSON: I do not know the age
of the Minister for Minces, but I think he is
z-ood for a few months, anyhow. Mr.
Wickens received another appointment the
day after he left the department. I hope
this statement will not be misinterpreted or
that it will be considered to be a reflection
on the Mlinister for Lands who, after
all-as is the case with mast of
us--ia the victim Of circumstances.
lie is a victim of an unfortunate policy that
should be ended. No remarks concerning the
agricultural industry would be complete
without some reference to the fruit fly tax.
In answer to a question some time ago the
Minister was good enough to say that con-
sideration was being given to the removal
of the tax from owners of nurseries,
and plantations as yet so immature
as to be incapable of bearing fruit. Perhaps
the Minister may say a few words in regard
to this matter when he replies to the debate.

[ want briefly to refer to the storm that
occurred at Bickley some years ago. Tite
putting and bruising of the bark of hun-
dreds of trees in that locality is still eni-
dent and in many instances those trees will
never completely recover. I desire to repeat
a statement I made previously that growers
did not receive fair consideration from the
then Premier.

fIn Perth and no doubt in other parts of
Western Australia there is to be seen to-
wvards the end of the year grTape fruit, which
comes from Palestine. It is sold at
6id. rer piece and I have often thought that
consideration should be given to the con-
ducting of experiments into the possibility
of the cold storage or refrigeration of grape
fruit grown in the cold season in this State,
wvith a view to its being held until the wea-
ther becomes warmer. It should be quite
possible for grape fruit to be carefully gath-
ered by cutting and held in cold storage for
a period of three months. I know there is a
difficulty in doing that, but refrigeration
methods arc receiving more and inore con-
sideration in other countries and I see no
reason why the system should not be more
widely adopted here. To me it seems a satire
on our production that when people require

grape fruit, namuely, in the heat of summer,
they are compelled to buy a product im-
ported from Palestine.

Mr. Cross: There is nothing to prevent
growers having cold storage, is there?

I Ir, SAMPSON: Cold storage is a method
of preservation of which everything is not
known and I nam suggesting with, I hope, the
approval of the hon. member, that the Min-
ister should give consideration to the en-
couragernent of investigation into the pos-
sibility of the cold storage of locally grown
grape fruit so that it may be made avail-
able to the public at a time when it will be
welcome. Although it is ripe in the cold
season, it is hardly enjoyable at that period
of the year.

The member for Greenough (Mr. Pat-
rick) stated that wool and wheat-and I
would add fruit-carry much of the burden
of the State. Because of the increasingly
heavy tariff, the difficulties of the farmer
are destroying himt; hie is unable to secure a
living. Everything he buys costs more and
for everything he sells he obtains less. That
however, is outside the power of the Minis-
ter; it is not competent for the State Par.

iamnent to deal with that matter effectively.
I propose now to leave the questions to
which I have referred for the consideration
of the Minister. I hope the Minister will
be thoroughly successful in the great work
in which hie will be engaged in the Eastern
States. The Apple and Pear Acquisition
Committee has demonstrated to growers that
notwithstanding the unusual difficulties that
face growers of those fruits, control was at
very useful thing and] did secure for them

a return which otherwise would have been
impossible. I claim that we have been given
an example of the results of control and of
organisation which if the conditions bad not
been as bad as they have been, would prolb-
ably never have been tested. I hope the
MNinister will bring back to Western Aus-
tralia a decisilon from the Federal authori-
ties to do what is reasonable and thus en-
sure a fair return to growers of apples and
pears.

[31r, J7. Hegney took tihe Chair.)

MRt. HOLMANI (Forrest) [1O.2]: 1 con,
gratulate the Minister and thank him for the
assistance he bas given me and, through
me, to the people in my district, especially
those in (lie lower portion of the elector-
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ate. The work he is doing is mirrored in
the activities of his departmental officers
The Minister referred to the important re
search work conducted by the department
It was my privilege at this time last year
to be in the company of MNr. J. A. Aird, the
Chief Irrigation Officer of the Agricultural
Department of Victoria, who, in company
Mr. Morgan, the irrigation field officer, con-
ducted field competitions. During mny trip
with him I noticed how interested were the
different settlers in the advice given them,
and the welcome they gave to the visitors.
Because of that the results in the irrigated
portions of Victoria have been vastly
superior to those achieved in our own irri-
gated areas. The excuse may wvell be
offered that irrigation in this State is in its
infancy, but much more interest is taken in
research farms in that State than is the case
here. Incrtased production throughout thc
irrigated 'areas of Victoria has resulted from,
the interest taken in experiments on dif-
ferent Jpastulre plots, in rotational grazing, in
top dresising and in irrigation generally.
I could wish that more notice was taken in
this State of the advice given by our own
techinical officers in this direction. As to
the fruit industry, I was grieved to hear the
remarks of the Minister regarding the apple
and pear crop in the coming season. Last
season there was quite a lot of opposition to
the acquisition schemne, but those who op-
pose&d it at that time, I believe, have come
to the right conclusion that but for the
scheme the apple and pear industry would
have been in a more or less chaotic condi-
tion. I feel concerned when I hear and read
that the selfish attitude of Victoria, because
of the possibilities of its local market, may
lie the cause of upsetting the acquisition
scheme for the coming season. We estimate
a crop of 13'A million eases and it is said
there is a potential market for only half a
million cases. If this is so, it wvill be a seri-
ous matter for the growers of the South-
West. Still, I have confidence in the ability
o.f the "Minister and our members on the
boa-rd to argue successfully for an equitable
acquisition scheme to carry on the induis-
try during the coming year.

The introduction of flax growing in the
South-West marks another milestone in the
progress of the State. In my opinion the
South-West is capable of growing anything,
and -we should foster every form of produc-
tion. Flax is of vital importance to the Em-

pire, particularly to England. Because of
war conditions, England has been denied ac-
cess to the source of previous imports and
has called upon the Dominions to assist to
make good the shortage. Australia has been
asked to do its part, At one time there was
a belief that the only States that could grow-
flax wvere Tasmania and Victoria. That idea
was held as late as this year by the Victor-
ian, Department of Agriculture. A state-
menit to that effect was made in the official
journal; it was said that because of clim-
atic conditions, those two States would lie
g-rowing the increased quantity of flas-
needed by Great Britain. Strange to relate,
the crop in Western Australia, to-day is 50
per cent, better than that of Victoria. flax-
growing is not only a war-time industry;
the product is very necessary in pence-time,
and the beginning of the industry at the
present time should mean a big thing for
Western Australia even after the war is
over.

Let me now refer to the growing of flax
and the return to be received by the
growers. The Minister said he had received
a certain amount of criticism on this score,
but I do not think that criticism was justi-
fied. If any eriticisin can he levelled re-
garding the South-West, it is in respect of
the unused land, and by unused land I mean
the large tracts of land. in the hands of
certain owners that, if subdivided, could be
inade available to people who would work
it properly. The price to the individual
farmer for his flax will probably he much
higher than was at first expected. I have
seen C-rops as high as Mft., and in mny
own district there are numerous crops as
high as 4ft. Gin. Because of that, some grow-
ers are expecting a yield as high as three
tons to the acre, whereas the guaranteed
price by the Common wealth Government was
£4 10s. a ton on an approximate crop of one
ton per acre, plus the cost of seed. How-
ever, we mnust not be misled by the bounti-
ful crop this year as to the possibilities next
year. Phenomenal weather conditions have
prevailed throughout the State this year
and tlhe South-West has received only about
50 per cent. of its5 average rainfall. On
that lower rainfall the flax crop has been
a wonderful sucess, but we do not know
what the result will be -when 'we return to
the average seasonal rainfall of about 40
inches.
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Another point that growers must bear in
mind is the need for adopting the system
of rotation of crops. It has been proved
that flax should be grown on a particular
plot only once in every five years. Next
.year the department intends to increase
tbe acreage of flax grown. Many questions
have been asked by flax-growers about har-
vesting conditions, but I am pleased to say
that the department has already taken the
matter in hand. It has sent officers to the
Eastern States to collect data essential to the
successful harvesting of flax in the South-
West. Some of the farmers Rye prepared
to harvest it themselves, but others who
are unable to do so are being assisted by
the department. Sonic of the grmowers are
concerned about the method of harvesting
because harvesting by reaper and binder
results in a loss of three or four inches of
the fibre. In the Eastern States it has been
proved that although pulling tile flax gives
an increased length of fibre, thle inresed
cost of labour miakes this mnethod uinecono-
mical. Therefore there is no need for in-
dividual farmners to feel concerned about
the harvesting. The proved mnethod of lhar-
vesting is lby means of the reaper-thresher.

Probably something can be done to deal
with the rabbit pest. During a visit T paid
to the South-West two wveeks ago I was
amazed to see so many rabbits. As I passed
by they stood up and watched me. They
were as tame as eats and numbered thou-
,sands.

Mr. J1. H. Smith: Where was the inspec-
tort

Mfr. HOLMAN: I do not know, but I
could tell him where innumerable rabbits
arc to be found.

Mr. J. H. Smith: Someone is neglecting
his duty.

Mr. HOLMAN: I am coming to that
point- The fanner who does his utmost to
exterminate the rabbits On his Property is
unduly penalised because of the lackadaisi-
cal methods adopted by his neighbours.
Furthennore, too much of the cost fails
upon him. Rabbits have become so numer-
ous that the question of eradicating them is
a national one. Although the local govern-
ing bodies provide poison at cost price, the
farmer who attends to his duty methodically
is9 called upon to buy extra poison, whilst the
uninterested farmer neglects his job. The fault

does not lie with the inspector. If many more
inspectors were appointed, and these were
obliged to keep track of every farmer to
see that he did his best to eradicate the rab-
bits on his property, they would be work-
ing 24 hours a day for seven days a week.
Some means should be devised to spread the
cost to ensure its not falling too heavily
upon those farmers who are doing their best
to keep down the menace.

I wish also to refer briefly to potato,
growers iii my electorate. Probably one or
two of the points ait issue can be cleared up
with the assistance of the Railway Depart-
muent. I am thankful the Agricultural De-
partmuent has beeni in agreement in respect to
the establishment of a central sorting. shed
for potatoes. Unfortunately, that department
has not all thle say. I shall, however, have
an opjportunity to deal more elaborately
with that topic when the Railway Estimates
arc before us. Again I thank the Minister
for Ag-riculture for the assistance hie has.
rellder-e4 to me and the electors of Forrest.

MR. MeLA RTY '(Murray-Wellington)
[10.20]: The. activities of the Department
of Agriculture are of great interest to mem-
bers representing country* districts. It is a
pleasure tO see that thle vote has been in-
creased, though only to at sinall extent. T
ai piirtimiular ' l 1easedl that an additionnl
amount is to lie mnde available for grade
herd tetn.The outlay under that bead:-
ing in the past has been; of wonderful help
to the dairying induistry. The Minister
saidl nothing about that industry when intro-
ducing the rote, bunt presumably he felt hie
had said enough about it when speaking on
the M1argarine Bill. Dairymen have an
assured market at present at a payable
price, alid it looks as if the present market
conditions would hold good while the war
lasts. The price, however, though payable,'
is not a lucrative one. As hams already been
stated, a sharp rise has occurred in the cost
of production. Especially is that so with
respect to saperphosphate. Owing to the
increased cost of that commodity the value
of top-dressing that has been done this
Sprinig has been greatly reduced. I rose in
the hope of getting some information from
the Minister. Western Australia has no
representation on the Australian Dairy Pro-
duets Board. Mr. Noakes was our local rep-
resentatie, but wvas dereated gomei time
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ago by M1r. Murphy, who resides in South
Australia and now represents Western Aus-
tralia, South Australia and Tasmania.

Mr. Seward: Whose fault is that?

"Ur. MeLARTY: If the producers of
South Australia and Western Australia
voted according to their numbers Western
Australia would never get representation on
the board. Great difficulty will he experi-
enced in getting such representation at any
time. It is absurd that three States like
South Australia, Tasmania and ours
should be represented by only one matt. Tile
Minister could make out a special ease for
this State. South Australia can keep in
close touch with Victoria and New South
Wales, and indeed with the other States,
whereas our representatives are too far
away to enable them to do so. The fact
that we had representation on the Austra-
lian Dairy Produce Board was of great ser-
vice to Western Australia, but under present
conditions I see no prospect of getting hack
such representation. I hope the Minister
will tell us he is prepared to do something
towards iaking an effort to see that West-
ern Australia secures; personal representa-
tion on the hoard.

I wish also to refer to the amount of
money paid by producera into the dairy-
men's compensation fund, formed as a re-
sult of the passing of the Metropolitan
Whole Milk Art. That legislation has been
in operatiou for eight years, during which
time dairymen have paid £6,215 into the
fund. Not one penny has been paid out,
and from what fI can see there is not much
likelihood of tiny money being paid out iv
the near future. The amount in question
represents a big sum to withhold from the
producersq. I hope the Minister will give
us some infoi mation with respect to the in-
tenttions of the board in regard to the use
of that money. The member for Forrest
referred to the rabbit menace in the South-
West. Undoubtedly the pest is increasing
in volume. I doubt if in any farming por-
tions5 of this State greater difficulty is ex-
perienced in eradicating the rabbit than is
the ease in the South-West. Green feed is
available almost throughout the year, and
any amount of cover is provided for the pest.
Some of the country is hilly and usually
contains an abundance of water. The fact
that we have had a season that has been

short as regards rainfall has materially
assisted in bringing about an increase in the
number of rabbits& In times when the rain-
fall is normal maniy rabbits are drowned in
the resultant floods. This year, however, they
are able to burrow, and have not been checked
by want or water. I observe that the Min-
ister has again provided an increased vote
for vcrmin ne~struetion. We are nll glad
to see that. However, regarding rabbits
in the South-West I wish to suggest that
the present haphazard way of dealing with
them will not prove effective. One farmer
poisons this week, and perhaps his neighbour
poisons, a week or two later. If towards
March ail f'armers in a certain district were
obliged to poison simultaneously, the effect
would be a very decided one. I am greatly
afraid that under present conditions the rab-
bit menace iii the South-'West will increase,
and at an alarming rate. Therefore I
commend to the Minister the application
of compulsion so that all farmers may poison
at one suitable time-I would recommend
March.

I wish to say a word or two in commenda-
tion of those farmers who so readily engaged
in flax growing when requested to do this
in order to help the Empire in its war effort.
I am quite certain those farmers did not
consider the monetary gain they would ob-
tain, but were solely anxious to help Britain
in providingz an essential commodity. The
Minister referred to a pest which has at-
tacked the flax crops. I myself noticed
that caterpillars were doing considerable
danlage. To-day the Minister told me that
leelied sent two of his experts into those
areas to see 'what could be done to combat
the caterpillars. Unquestionably the grubs
have had al effect on the flax cropsG. I know
nothing- about flax growing. I had never
seen is growing until it was grown
ecently. However, I am told that in other

countries it is pulled; and I can see the
difficulty of pulling it, especially in Western
Australia. I understand that in the East-
ern States flax-pulling machines are used.

The Minister for Lands: They have not
been a great success.

Mr. MecLARTY: I suppose that accounts
for the 'Minister's not having had any of
these machines in Western Australia. At
this late hour I shall not say more; but I
should be glad to receive from the Minister
informationi regarding the Western Anatra-
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lian relprementalive on the Australian Dairy
Products Board, and also concerning the
prodtiwers' fund in connection with the Milk
Board.

MR. HILL (Albany) (1G.29]: 1 congratu-
late the Agricultural Department on the work
it is doing in the way of research. The Min-
ister referred to this activity of the depart-
ment. In my opinion it is impossible to
estimate what that work means, and will
mean, to Western Australia. The hon. gen-
tleman referred to the Denmark wasting
disease. On the 23rd of this month a field
day will hie held at Denmark, and I am
asked to extend an invitation to as many
members as can possibly make the trip. I
can safely promise that those hon. members
will see a smiling country town, which will
he a treat after visiting the drought- stricken
areas. The Denmark wasting disease had
the department puzzled. On what seemed
beautiful crops, stock were dying. The dis-
covery of the cause of the disease, and fur-
thermore the discovery of its cure, are re-
garded as one of the scientific achievements
of the world. That success resulted from
team work in our Agricultural Department.
The disease, it has, been ascertained, is caused
by a d 'eficiency of cobalt. The Minister will
correct me if I am wrong, but I believe it
takes only one ounce of cobalt to supply the
deficiency for 40 cows over a period of 12
months. That seemns incredible, but it is a
fact.

A few days ago I was on a farm in my
electorate, and the farmer said to me, "Most
people buy the farm, hut I believe in buying
the climate." That struck me as a wise oh-
servation. We can buy superphosphate and
other minerals, but we cannot buy a first-
class climate. In the south, our end of the
State, is to be found the best climate West-
ern Australia offers; but Nature is never
over-generous. We bave not the best land
in the south, it, in common with other parts
of the State, being short of superphos-
phate and sonic minor elements. Dr. Teakle
is doing wonderful work there, and I should
like to couple with the name of Dr. Teakle
that of Mr. H. B. Burvill, the chairman of
the Albany Road Board, who is carrying
out local experiments in conjunction with
the doctor. The Minister explaine-d. how r,
few shillings worth of sulphate of copper
with manganese is giving wonderful results.

I eam convinced that the work of the Agri-
cultural, Department will lprovc of immense
vailue to WVcsterni Australia, and particularly
to the southern end of the State. I sincerely
hope that the Minister will still make funds
available to continue the highly interesting
work that has been carried out down south
as well as in other parts of the State.

Reference has been madec to the Apple
and Pear Acquisition Committee, which
during, the past season has received con-
siderale criticism. The committee has
made mistakes, but it had an extremely dif-
ileult job to perform, and that job was made
more difficult as the war position, deterior-
ated. The wonder is not that the commit-
tee made mistakes, but that it did so well
as in fact it did, I admit to feeling a little
disappointed at the wayin which it handled
the local marketing question. I do hope that
in the coming season more attention will be
paid to increasing the local consumption of
fruit. I am indeed pleased to say that the
mtost cordial relations exist between the Min-
ister and the executive of the Western Aus-
tralian Fniitgrowers' Association. That co-
operation works for the benefit of the indus-
try and of the State as a whole.

I also wish to thank the Minister for
assisting the lamb export trade in the south-
ern end of the State as he has done. While
thanking hint I also wish to point out that
the encouragement given to lamb export by
facilities at Albany has shown how the pro-
vision of port facilities encourages produc-
tion. It is rather unfortunate that since the
lamb works have been established, seasonal
conditions have been adverse. In spite of
that, however, the trade is steadily increas-
ing. I am sure that money advanced to
those works by the Agricultural Department
will be made up in many ways to the State
as a whole. Speaking as an agriculturist,
I wish to say that in 'the Agricultural De-
partment we have officers who are a credit
to the State and a pleasure to work with,
and that we must not in any way neglect
the department's needs for finance.

MR. J. H. SMITH (Nelson) [10.33]: The
apple and pear industry is a highly import-
ant industry, especially in my part of the
State. I do hope and trust that the Minister
on his return from Canberra will he able to
give the! growers some form of satisfaction.
I hope and trust also that his ondeavours at
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*Canberra will be successful in the direction
of doing something for those people, who
are a very hard-working section of the Com-
munity. I am also grateful for what the
MIinister has done for the tobacco growers.
It is pleasant to know that we have a Min-
ister for Agriculture who realises that men
working in that primary industry in the
only Part of the State where tobacco is grown
are0 men who should be assisted. I am
heartily grateful to him for having come to
their rescue as lie did this year. Had it not
been for the )tenl gentlemen's large-minded-
ness, many of those growers would not have
been able to continue. The business houses
would not carry them any longer. I desire
to place onl record my best thanks to the
Govenrnent for assisting that section of my

With regard to the growing of flax, I am
glad to know that the experiments have
proved successful. The Minister wvill re-
member that I got in touch with him on that
question when it was announced that the
Em~pire required a greater output of that
commnodity. The people in my electorate
wanted to put in 1,000 acres inl the vicinity
of Biidgetown. They were satisfied that the
rich chocolate soil of the hflls there would
prov~e suitable for the purpose, but the Min-
ister could not obtain the necessary seed
suipplies. I hope the M1inister will take steps
to crlaltll the experimniit to he carried oat in,
thev Bridgetown area next year. The member
for Forrest (3fr. Hoilnan) referred to the
raljbit po 4t which keeps the farmners in the
Sowut-We-t on their toes fromt January to
IDevvinlr. The only way to deal with the
r-abbit pest is to engage in systematic poisn-
iirsr aridt trappiiiz. The inspectors are strict,.
lbut that is merelyv in the interests of the
farniers them.s-elves. Prosecuitions have been
launiched Frnti tu to time, hit( the farmers
-tvtirarll v reali-4e that they~ have to uiidertake
thle task of eradication. The conntr 'v in the
Southr-Wes~t is heavily timbered and there nre
laurge areas of Crown land controlled by the
Forests Department. Where pasture land]
loins forest country, the farnmers find it
quite itioss;ihle to cop~e with the rabbits. At
a confervee held] in Bridgetown some time
W-10 an inspector contended that rabbits
would not live on Crown lands. I could
take ainy unprejudiced person to the Bridge-
town district and show him where there are
rabbit warrens on Crown lands and prove
that the pest is breeding like flies.

Mr. Patrick: Do you know if the rabbits
know the difference between Crown lands
and other classes of country-i

Mr. J. H. SMI1TH: At any rate, the in-
specter told the conference that rabbits
would not live on Crown lands, but he is
entirely wrong in his opinion. I hope the
M1iister will be generous and make arrange-
mea0ts to put OIL poisoners and others to
clean up Crown lands at least within a mile
of settlement. The work could be under-
taken without much cost. The road boards
provide poison already and the Agricultural
Bank aMo makes supplies available for its
settlers. I am pleased to know that there
is slight iincrease in the Agricultural Vote.
The Minister has a great duty to perform
and he is oaarrying out his task very well.
To my mind, the agricultural industry is
destined to be our most important and in
the end will lift us out of the mnire.

MR. SEWARD (Pingelly) [10.39]. The
Estimates provide £C13,700 for rabbit and
other vermin eradication and the upkeep of
rabbit-proof fences. I can truthfully say
that during the last 18 months whenever I
have gone through No. 2 rabbit-proof fence,
I have never yet found a gate closed. Five
0or six weeks ago I saw the ranger with his
cart about a mile fromi a gate, and when
I reached that gate I found it wide open.
We are hard up financially and we cannot
afford to throw money away. Instructions
should be issued to ensure flint the gates
are closed. Failing that, the Government
should take steps to sell the fence to the
preople owning the adjoining properties. in
existing circumstances, the fence is quite
useless in iny electorate. When I was in the
York district recently, the gate I passed
through was not only open, but tied hack.

Mir, Watts: The same thing happens in
my elecorate.

Mr. SEWARD: I merely rose to bring
this matter uinder the direct notice of the
Mlinister.

'Vote put and pased.

Vote-College of Agriculture, 6 14,435 -
agreed to.

ProgrTess reported.

House adjourned at 10.41 p.m.
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